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Officers of the Calloway County Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America will attend a leadership training to workshop at the
state FFA Training Center in Hardinsburg next week
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FFA Officers To Attend
State Training Workshop
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Five officers of the Calle**
County Chapter of the Future
Fanners of America will attend
a hisdarship training workshop
M Ore state FFA Training
Osier be Hardinsburg next
weelk. •
The pepsin of the workshop
is to provide special training for
each officer to enable him to
fulfill his duties and responsibilities in the local chapter
during the school year. The
officers will have the opportunity to attend special
interest classes in FFA work,
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The Weather
Partly cloudy, with slowly
rising temperatures and humidity through Sunday. Slight
chance of thundershowers Sunday afternoon or evening.
Highs today $7 to 12. Laws
tonight 67 to 72, and highs Sunday in the low-to-mid 90s.
Winds southerly seven to
twelve miles per hour today, increasing Sunday.
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Extended outlook Monday
through Wednesday:
Partly cloudy, with only isolated thundershowers in the
state Monday and Tuesday.
Thundershowers
becoming
lustre numerous Tuesday night
and Wednesday. Hot and Humid Monday and Tuesday,
slightly cooler and less humid
Wednesday. Early morning
lows in the upper 60s and low
70s during the period. Afternoon highs in the upper aOs to
mid 90s Monday and Tuesday,
and mostly in the las Wednesday.
—
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Baker Hopes For Conversation
With Nixon On Watergate Soon
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In Our 94th Year

photography, electrical work,
driver safety, hunter safety,
forestry, and ti-actor driving.
The group will attend class
sessions during the mornings,
and recreation in the afternoons
next week. Special programs
will be provided each evening.
Officers attending wil be Phil
McC,allon, president; Robert
Rowland, vice-president; Larry
Flood, secretary; Ronald Armstrong,sentinel; and Donald
Armstrong, treasurer. Larry
Tucker, reporter, will be unable
to
attend
because
of
preparation of dairy animals
for shows that .wip be starting
soon.
McCallon is the son of Mr. and
Mrit Howard McCallon, and
works on his grandmother's
farm in Kirksey. He grows
wheat, soybeans, and burley
tobacco. McCallon recently
attended the FFA Convention in
Louisville as a delegate from
the local chapter.
Rowland is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Rowland, and lives
northeast of Murray. He works
with his father on their 160 acre
farm plus a few acres that they
rent. They operate a Grade(See FFA, Page fl)

Television Set Given
To Senior Citizens
The Senior Citizens were the
recipients of a gift recently
from flafford James of the
Televisio#Service Shop in the
Central Shopping Center.
Mr. James presented to the
Senior Citizens a new television
set. The gift was really apted, a spokesman said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
ranking Republican member of
the Senate Watergate committee says he hopes the panel
"can write a definitive statement on Watergate" with the
help of an informal meeting
with President Nixon about the
scandal.
"We have got a great volume
of information," Tennessee Sen.
Howard Baker said from Bristol, Tenn., Friday. "What I
hope for is a conversation with
the President by the committee."
Presidential Press Secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler said in San
Clemente earlier this week that
Nixon would reply "at an appropriate time
in an appropriate forum" to testimony before the committee of which
Baker is vice chairman.
In Washington, more revelations of illicit campaign funding
developed as a week-long recess in the Senate Watergate
hearings neared an end.
The chairman of the board of
American Airlines confessed
Friday that $55,000 in corporate

I

funds were given illegally to York that the airline was
President Nixon's campaign in •"among those from whom
1971 and 1992. The admission by 8100,000 was expected."
George A. Spater was promptly ' In Phoenix later, ttalmbachl
followed by renewed calls for attorney, James H. O'Connor,
reform of political fund-raising said Kalmbach had no knowlby the special Watergate prose-,4edge of American's having
cutor, the bead of a citizens' Iplanned or made an illegal
lobby and Spater himself.
campaign contribution from
The Finance Calsodttee W corporate funds.
Re-elect the President followed
Federal law makes it a crime
Spater's statement with one of punishable by up to two years
its own, terming charges of ex- in prison with a 810,000 fine to
tortionate methods in its mon- give or receive camped. gifts
ey-gathering "absurd" and I from the funds of corperaikes,
"nonsensical."
labor unions or banks.
At no time," the committee
Spater said that, at his direcstatement added, "did the com- tion, corporation officials domittee authorize anyone to so- nated a total of $75,000 in five
licit or knowingly accept contri- ; installments from November
butions from corporations."
1971 to March 1972, with $20,000
Spater said that he "was soI See Watergate, Pads
licited by" Herbert W. Kalmbach, Nixon's personal law
yer at the time and trusted taw
ckaiser, and that Kalmbach
-1i
told him at a meeting in New
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e Church Speaker

Henry Hargis will be the
speaker for a gospel meeting
starting Sunday, July 8, at the
Puryear Church of Christ.
Services will begin at 7:45
each evening and will continue
through Saturday, July 14.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spoiraeman said.

Beauty Contestants
To Present Program
At Library Monday
Miss Vicki Collison and Miss
Elaine Stice will be at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library, Monday, July 9, at
10:00 a.m. to present a program
of interest to teenage girls.
Vicki, a junior at Murray
State University, and a voice
and music major is the current
Miss Murray State. She will
-enter the Misellentseky—tdise
America contest held in
Louisville next week.
Elainc, a senior physical
education major has been
chosen Miss Paducah, Mountain Laurel Queen and first
runner-up in the Miss Kentucky—Miss U.S.A. contest.
The girls will share some of
their experiences as beauty
contestants and will also give
some pointers on good
grooming and developing
pleasing personality traits.
Vicki will present a preview of
the talent act she will perform
In the Miss Kentucky contest.
"All girls are invited but a
special invitation is issued for
girls in their teens," said Mrs.
Trevathan,
Margaret
librarian.
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Big littlub Meeting
To Be Held Monday

Rev. J. Steven Coy*

Rev. Steven Cavitt
Evangelist At Meet

The weekly meeting of the Big
M club will be held Monday
night at 7:30 p.m. at the Carr
• Health Building.
• The meeting will include
discussion and organization of
. the plans for solicitation Of
'football tickettl.
All members of the club we
urged to present for this hnportant meeting.

Rev. J. Steven Cavitt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Cavltt of
Murray and married to the
former Teresa Joseph of
Kirksey, will be the evangelist
for revival services beginning
Sunday night, July 8, at Chapel
Hill United Methodist Church,
located about six miles north of
Paris just off the old MurrayParis highway.
Cavitt who is pastor of the
East Paris Circuit United
Methodist Churches, will speak
each evening through Friday,
July 13. Rev. W. Glen Hill is the
pastor of the Chapel Hill
church
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'WIC WEB ARE WEIN You—The tree gives pawing isetsrists the "evil eye" as they travel
dews 12th Street near Payne. The unknown artist adorned the trees with blue, black and white eyes,
le keep a sharp lookout for speeders, maybe?
(Staff Photo by David Hill

Kissinger May Confer In Peking With Sihanouk
SAN ..71EMENTE, Calif.
(AP) — Henry -A, Kissinger,
pressing for "the quickest possible settlement" in Cambodia,
hints he may yet confer in Peking with exiled Cambodian
Prince Norodom Sihanouk.
Kissinger. during a break in
talks he and President Nixon
held here Friday with Chinese
diplomat Huang Chen, told
newsmen he did not want to
comment on peace negotiations
now in progress. He added:

We will just have to wait for
what develops in the next
month. I just do not want to
conduct any discussions with
Sihanouk in public."
Sihanouk, deposed from the
Cambodian throne in a 1970
coup that installed the Ion Nol
government, said Thursday in
Ptkung he would not talk with.
_Kissinger when the President's
foreign policy adviser visits the
Chinese capital in late July or
early August.

Asked if he took Sihanouk's
statement seriously, Kissinger
replied, "That is almost inconceivable to me."
Acknowledging Friday for the
first time that he soon will go
to Peking, Kissinger described
the day's talks with Huang
Chen on Cambodia and other
international topics as "friendly
and constructive." Huang, head
Of China's Washington liaison
office, conferred with Nixon for
40 minutes but spent most of

the day with IListiert.
On Friday *liken Ctrwise
envoy and his wife were entertained by Kissinger at a cocktail party and dinner at The
Bistro, a well-known Los Angeles-area restaurant. Hollywood
stars and Californians prominent in other fields were among
the 48 guests.
Mrs. Nixon entertained Mrs.
Huang at the presidential home
here during the talks
(See Kissinger, Page 81

What's-Your Opinion ?

Patriotism: Different Meaning To Each Person In A Democracy
Page 11 '
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Witter
In a dictionary, the word
patriotism has only one
definition. But in a democracy,
there are as malty meanings to
the word as there are people
who live under that type of
government.
With all of the problems and
turmoil within the nation today,
the Ledger & Times decided to
try to find something good for
this week's version1 of "What's
Your Opionion?"
We decided, because of therecent holiday, to turn -oak
thoughts toward our country
and search for the good things
that are left.
Four people were selected at
random by this reporter and

patriots have fought for the country.
flag, we have a free country,"
"The best way to teach youth
Overstreet added.
respect for their country is to
Gary Downs, also an em- gain the self respect that we
ployee of Roses and a resident have lost for one another as
of Orchard Heights, said that human beings," Mrs. Leffler
respect could not be taught.
said.
"You can tell your children
"We need closer relationships
about the background of the and more fellowship with our
United States and everything neighbors and fellow citizens.
that everybody went through to This would help to cut down on
make it what it is today, but you crime, delinquency and other
really can't teach respect," misuse of human beings," Mrs
Downs said.
Leffler concluded.
"What you have to do is show
Mrs. Betty Dodd, who lives at
respect yourself and then 913 North_ 18th, way_ our final
maybe someone can use your person to be bI
example," Downs added.
"Children should learn
°letter Leffler, a housewife respect from their parents id
from Hazel, issued a call for home and then begin *respect
brotherhood which will teach
(See Opinion, Page
the youth respect for their
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asked the following question:
"What do you think is the best
way that we can teach the youth
of today respect for their flag
and for their country?"
Ron Overstreet, who lives at
1515 Sycamore and is employed
by Roses Stores, Incorporated,
was the first person selected for
today's column.
"The kid's of today ought to
be taught by their parents the
meaning and the respect behind
the flag and the reason that we
have it today," Overstreet said.
• "They should be taught the
dignity and the respect that you
should give to it for believing
that you are a free American in
the United States."
"With this freedom that we
have, due to the fact that
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Gary Deems

instit Lew

Ron Overstreet

Betty Dodd

Youth piqkri Of Patriotism
lifserlwalt.daughter 01 Mr--aad&Ine.JIERMIusumgamirnuumaigaliesaarade of youngsters who are celebrating the Fourth of
July. The children, all of who live in the vicinfty of Magnolia Drive. organized the parade themselves. Others who are pleb:wed
in the parade include Brenda Conley, Caroline Conley, Lila Umar,Jim Parks,Robbie Parks. Amanda Hammack. Ty Prince, 1 aura
cella, Karen Brandon and Tommy Yenta.
•
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon I
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explained
unceasingly to strengthen the commercial treaties, what I'm Moorer
all during this good period.
Un- interested
defenses.
what remarking that "in 1964 travel.
is
in
nation's
SCORPIO
Harry Birkhead of Toledo, Ohio, father of Mrs. ( Oct 24 to Nov. 221 rrt'elV. fortunately, the Soviets have a capabilities the Russian armed manpower and related costs
Influences, somewhat ad- record of duplicity in the con- forces have. I think I have good absorbed about 43 per cent of
Exie Adams of Murray, died there July 5.
reason for apprehension." This the U.S. defense budget. This
H. Glenn Doran was elected president of the verse now, suggest that you duct of foreign affairs. If they
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week, according to word received by Dr. James H. new factors seem to be up for the Murray City Park, a big noting that the "USSR has now Adrn. Moorer said in his adsuccess.
surpassed the United States in dress to the AIDA, "on a comRichmond, college president, after Congressional consideration. Keep eyes and
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' action this week.
tended to, Peoples Bank, Bank vehicles.. With respect to proposed defense budget is 10
Va.
YOU BORN TODAY are of Murray and Federal Savings
New officers of the Murray Lions Club are Rev.
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and personality, it seems as
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for
made
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Miss
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Friday 13th
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Double
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Five Resolutions Are Presented
At Woman's Club Board Meeting
The Executive Board, of the
Murray Woman's Club, met at
the club house Monday, July 2.
Following the sack lunch the
_monthly business meeting was
_bald with Mrs. J. Matt SparkAsian presiding. The minutes
were read by Mrs. Jack Bailey,
and the treasurer's report was
given by Mrs. Tom Brown.
Mrs.Sam Knight, reported on
the First District Workshop
held recently in Clinton. It was
announced at the workshop that
the First District Handicrafts
Contest will be held October 6,
at Mayfield.
Mrs. Sparkman appointed the
following safety committee to
continue work on blind corners
in the community: Mrs. Bethel
Richardson-chairman, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. M.D.
Hassell, Mrs. James Martin,
and Mrs. Sam Knight.
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette reported
on
the Organizational and
planning Meeting for the
Kentucky '74, Bicentennial
Celebration. Anyone who has
ideas concerning the participation of Calloway County
in this statewide celebration
may contact Mrs. LaFollette or
Mrs. Joe Prince.
Mrs. James Martin, chairman of the Theta Department,
said that collection of S & H

Mrs. A. A. Doherty opened
her home for the meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club held
on Monday, June 18, at one
o'clock in the afternoon with the
president, Mrs. Ernest Madrey,
presideing.
The main lesson on "Dried
Flower Arrangements and The
Methods of Drying" was
presented by Mrs. J. C. Kemp
and Mrs. Macirey; Who gave
many interesting points on this
special skill to use in artistic
ways.
Mrs. Brooks Moody gave the
landscape notes and also
directed the recreational
period.
The devotion
Onverhe
29:16 and prayelsere by Mrs.
Dela Graham. Mrs. Ruby
Harrell called the roll with
eleven members giving a
wedding custom she liked and
why.
Delightful refreshemtns were
served by the hostess, _
Other members present,
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Paul Butterworth, Mrs.
Brent Butterworth, Mrs.
Graham Feltner, Mrs. Richard
Armstrong, and Mrs. Alton
Cole. Four visitors were Mrs.
Clifford Smith, Mrs. 0. T.
Davis, Mrs. C. C. Farless, and
Mrs. Raymond Workman.
The next meeting will be held
in September at tthe home of
Mrs. Armstrong.

Sunday, July
Jeffrey Homecoming will be
Green Stamps is continuing for held with preaching at
11:30
a kidney machine and. a.m.
followed by basket dinner.
reminded everyone to be aware Troy C.Parrish of
Dexter Route
of the bonus point coupons now One is
treasurer.
available in the stores.
The Lovett Family will hold a
Mrs. James Frank, sigma,
Department chairman, an- reunion and dinner at the
nounced that the Calloway Murray City Park with a basket
County Beauty Contest for the lunch to be served at one p.m.
selection of the Fair Queen will This is for all the descendants of
be held July 16, the opening the late Alonzo and Sarah
night of the Calloway County Katherine Allen Lovett.
Fair.
Mrs. Sparkman presented
Monday,July 9
five resolutions that have been
Ladies Steak Night will be
adopted by the Kentucky held at
6:30 p.m., at the Oaks
Federation of Women's Clubs. Country
Club. Reservations
The resolutions deal with the should
be Male by Sunday be
for
Auto Title Law, the Justice
caalling Mesdames Bruce
Juveniles Campaign, the Big
Thomas, E. C. Wallin, W. B.
Bone Lick State Park Museum, McCuiston,
or
William
the Children's Safety Cam- Williams.
paign, and the Governor's
Mansion.
Vacation Bible School will
In the first resolution the
KFWC urges the Legislative open at Palestine United
Research Committee to fully Methodist Church at nine a.m.
study the need for an effective
Quota Club will have a
auto title law and to report the
smorgasbord and auction at the
need to the 1974 Legislature.
The second resolution, Justice community room of the Murray
for Juveniles, deals with sup- Federal Savings and Loan at
porting a national campaign 8:30 p.m.
regarding inequities suffered by( Vacation Bible School opens
children.
at West Fork Baptist Church at
The next resolution concerns 1:30 p.m.
the
KFWC
to
the
request
by
a
Kentucky '74 Bicentennial
Tuesday, July 16
Committee to include in its
The general meeting of the
celebration plans the building
and establishing of a permanent First United Methodist Church
museum at Big Bone Lick State Women will be a potluck picnic
Park in Boone County that at 6:30 p.m. at the pavilion by
would display items of the Girl Scout Cabin on Payne
Street in the City Park. Bread
historical value.
The fourth resolution deals and drinks will be furnished, but
with the KFWC urging its bring your own table service."
members and the public to
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
observe safeguards recommended by the National Safety the First United Methodist
Council and the United States Church Women will meet at the
church at 9:20 a.m. to go to the
Children's Bureau.
of Mrs. John Livesay,
The last resolution supports home
New Concord, for the meeting.
the belief that the Governor's
Mansion and surrounding environs should be kept in good
condition and preserved for use
of Kentucky First Families and
the people of Kentucky.
Mrs. Tans Hopson and Mrs.
The Murray Quota Club will
John Belt will be in charge of
arrangements for the August have its regular meeting at the
Triangle Inn at 12 noon.
Board meeting.
Board members attending the
meeting were Mrs. J.I. Hosick,
Mrs. Tom Brown, Mrs. Jack
Bailey, Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman,
Mrs. Sam Knight, Mrs. John
Belt, Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
Wednesday,July 11
Mrs. Tass Hopson, Mrs. James
The regular ladies day lunC. Martin, Mrs. James Frank, cheon will be served at noon at
Mrs. Heron West, Mrs. A.C. the Murray Country Club with
LaFollette, Mrs. Leonard Mrs. Samuel G. Bell 753-7971 as
ighn, Mrs. Harold Douglas, chairman of the hostesses who
and Mrs. Joe Prince.
are Mesdames Joe T. Foster,
Willie W. Gilliam, Virgil M.
Harris, Bailey Hendricks,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James T.
Sane of Maurice Humphrey, Dan C.
Murray has been dismissed Hutson, Harold Hurt, Bill Holt,
Holcomb,
from
Lourdes, Hospital, Al Kipp, Mary A.
Newell Knight, and Franklin
Paducah.
Fitch.
Almond Super
Grind 42 cup almonds in
electric blender; mix with 14
cup each honey and soft butter
or margarine; spread on
graham crackers for
nutritious treat.

Bookmobile will be at Hazel
Elementary Schodi from ten
a.m. to 12 noon with Story Hour
there at 10:30 a.m. for ages four
through eight.

A ipe wooden jewelry with a
soft cloth wrung-out of caul
water. Polish it with natural
oils. Ruh with the palm of your
hand.

Ruth Wilson Circle of the
First. United Methodist Church
Wornet will leave the church at
6:30 p.m. for a dinner meeting.

WEEK LONG SPECIAL!
SLACKS
TROUSERS
Plain SKIRTS

Suits

(2-Piece)

Coats
-Dritsset(Plain)

69;
Maxis, Zip Linings,
Fur Trim, Pleats,
Suedes, extra.

Free
Storage
III

Insured'
Mothproofed'
No boxing!
Pay only regular cleaning
price this Fall!

SHIRTSIlinleolried for 994
on Hangers.

*ii Week

Lawyer may cure
her of sick spouse
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 40-year-old woman. People tell
me I look 25, and I'm not bragging. I've been married for
23 years to a man who must be crazy. We had three
daughters who all left home the day they turned 18 and I
can't blame them. Their father used to threaten to kill their
pets while they were in school just to upset them.
One of the girls had the lead in the senior class play,
and she wanted to get there early so she could relax, so my
husband drove 15 miles an hour all the way there on
purpose and she was nearly late. She was so shook up she
forgot her lines and burst into tears. [Her father laughed.]
This man makes $1,000 a month, but refuses to buy me
a waaher-dryer. He takes me to the lainxiromat twice a
non& I don't drive and he won't let me learn. All the girls
,wortod , since they were 16. They had to buy all their own
•
clothes.
I don't know what he does with his money, but he
doesn't save it. He's taken out several large loans. I learned
this accidentally. When I ask him what for, he says as long
as he makes the house payments and buys the groceries,
It's none of my business.
He also calls me vile names and doesn't even trust me
with my own father [he is 801 or my brothers.
Do I have grounds for divorce? He says as long as he's
never laid a hand on me, I haven't. My daughters are
happily married and are begging me to leave him and
come and live with them. What should I do!
PRISONER
DEAR PRISONER: Your husband is either a very sick
man or a very cruel one. If be doesn't see • doctor. you
should see a lawyer.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dale Jackson
Miss Nancy Jane Allen .emPire..Jaalice
became the bride of Richard with a Victorian-neckline
Dale Jackson in a lovely can- triple doer yoke fashioned of
dlelight ceremony on Saturday, Venise lace, accented by tiny
June 16, at seven-thirty o'clock seed pearls and featuring long
In the evening at the Northaide fitted sleeves.Her finger tip veilof illusiosiwasattached to lace
Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of camelot designed especially for
Rev. and Mrs. Randolph Allen her gown.
of Murray and the groom is the
On a white Bible, given to the
son of Mrs. George Jackson and groom by his grandmother
the late Mr. Jackson of Normal, when he was small, she carried
• bridal bouquet of pink
Rev. Randloph Allen, father sweetheart rose, baby's breath
of the bride, performed the centered with white orchid, with
double ring ceremony.
white satin streamers tied in
The church altar was lave knots.
decorated with two baskets of
Mrs. Greg McLaughlin of
white gladioli, daisies, and
Chattanooga,
Tenn., served as
snapdragons at the base of a
large white arch garlanded with matron of honor. She wore a
floral
greenery and lighted candles. blue, pink, and yellow
floor,,
length
dress
sheer
Spiral candelabra were used on
designed with an empire bodice,
either side.
neckline, and a deep
The
three
candles a Victorian
at
the hemline. She
ruffle
representing the two separate
lives uniting into one were place carried a Colonial bouquet of
in the center of the arch. Each blue, pink, and white daisies
window hied three lighted and baby's bres breath around a
candles and greenery. The limed blue candle with blue
family pews were marked with ribbon streamers. Her hairpiece was a blue ribbon and
hurricane candelabra.
A program of wedding music daisies.
The brides-Maids were Miss
was presented by Mrs. Renie
Gordon of Cadiz, pianist. Miss Barbara McAllister of Indiana
Ann Colgrove, Lima, Ohio and Mrs. Richard Price of
dresses,
soloist, sang "Hand in Hand," Murray. Their
"Wedding Prayer," and "One bouquets, and hair pieces were
Hand, One Heart.- The Identical to that of the matron of
traditional wedding marches foonor.
Miss Joy Allen, niece of the
were used for the processional
bride, was flower girl. She wore
and the recessional.
Mrs. Randy Allen kept the a floor length dress of pastel
bbie sheer designed along the
guest register.
same
lines as the bridesmaids.
Bride's Dress
The bride wore a lovely She carried a white basket filled
formal gown in pearl white rice with pink petals.
Greg McLaughlin of Chatsilk over bridal taffeta. The
tanooga, Tenn., served as best
Man. Groomsmen were Larry
Pritts and Rusty Wells of
Normal, Ill., Ushers were Jerry
Capps and Jim Capps of Calvert
LASS ER BOY
City. Mr. and Mrs. Randy Lassiter
Maas* Andy Allen, nephew of
of Hazel are the parents of a the bride, was ring bearer.
he btiy, Christopher Daniel,
For hi- daughter's wedding,
weighing six pounds eight Mrs. Allen chose to wear a blue
ounces, born on Monday, June double knit street length en1$,'d 6:47 P.iii:Waltirligurrikt=
ble witll white Bete-awe les.
Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs Jackson, mother of the
Grandparents are Mr. and groom, wore a melon coat dress
Mrs. W.D. Lassiter of Hazel and ensemble with matching acMrs. V.A. Ftasiznas of El Paso, cessories.
Texas. A great grandmother is
Both mothers wore corsages
Mrs. Gladys Raspberry of of white orchids.
Hazel.
Also presnet for the wedding
were Mrs. J. P. Pace, grandFIJLTON GIRL
mother of the bride, and Mrs...
April Suzanne is the name Hollie Barnes, grandmother of
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Bill the groom, who wore corsages
Fulton of Cincinnati, Ohio, for of white carnations.
their baby girl, weighing eight
The wedding was directed by
pounds six ounces, born on Mrs. Prentice Allen of
Monday, June 25, at a hospital HopkinsivIle.
there.
eceptioti
They have another daughter,
ceremony the
Ill, age four. The father is reception
a held in the
personnel manager with the fellowship
of the church.
R.L. Polk Advertising CornThe bride's table was covered
with a white sheer cloth over
PanY.
Grandparents are Mrs. satin with a deep lace border.
Her-man ((Mna)FnItan and the The four, tiered—enke: was
Mr. Fulton of Murray and decorated in white and pink
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Morton with the tiers being separated
with Grecian columns and the
of Chattanooga, Tenn.

and groom statue$tes
placeed between the tiers. The
top of the cake held a cluster of
pink roses centered with a pair
of white doves. Silver epergnes
filled with pastel colcored
daisies, baby's breath, and blue
cndles were used on either side
of the cake.
Serving the cake and punch
were Mrs. L. A. Jones, Mrs.
Walton Stallon.s, Mrs. Raymond
Turner, and Phillips Turner.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to
Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson are
now resideing at 1903 Peach
Street, Bloomington,
Rehearsal Supper
Mrs. George Jackson, mother
of the groom, entertained the
bridal party with a buffet
supper at the Holiday Inn,
Kentucky Lake Dam,on Friday

DEAR ABBY: I am 14 and for the last two years I
have been in love with the boy who lives two houses down
from me. He is 18, and living so close I see him coming
and going, and it just tears me up.
Last week he lost control of his car and hit a tree on
_our property. Ille wasn't burgj_ran outside, thinking now
-maybe he will realise-bsweettle-1,4eue-hisay.bet-Oe.Pmt,
looked at me and asked if I thought maybe my dad would
pull him to his house with our truck! It was like somebody
turned a knife in my heart.
-- How can I let him know how I feel about him. Abby?
Be told a fried of mine [when she -aded. him what he
thought of me) that I was a "good kid."
Please help me get the word to him.
"GOOD KID"
DEAR KID: You'd better cool it for a year or two, la
time you might have a chance with him but if you chase
Mtn, you'll only chase him away.
DEAR ABBY: How does one handle the problem of a
guest who always brings an additional guest or two along!
[Not occasionally, but ALWAYS!)
About an hour before she is expected, she calls and
says she has a "friend" she can't leave behind and may
she bring him [or her] along? What can I say? There are
times when I planned a sit-down dinner and adding "just
one or two more" is a terrible inconvenience.
I have tried not inviting her for a long time, hoping to
communicate my disapproval, but invariably she does the
same thing over again. Perhaps if she reads this in your
column she will see the light.
FED UP DOWN SOUTH
DEAR FED: Don't count on it. Apparently you find her
company sufficiently fascinating to overlook her bad manners. Perhaps YOU should see the tight!
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Sportsman's Notebook
Fishing has definitely slowed
with these dog days. Most
catches are being made early
and late in the day on bass and
deep during the mid day sun.
Plastic worms and hellbenders
are taking the scene. Crappie
are hanging in 25 to 30 feet of
water and a few are being taken
on minnows. Stripes are surfacing early and late with Little
George and spinners taking
their toll. Bream are still being
taken around willow fly hatches
on poppers and deep on
cricketts. Catfish are doing
good right now on sport lines
with shrimp and leeches for
bait.
Since fishing is slowing up, so
are our fishermen. However,
some are reporting catches of
fish. The Murray Fly Ftodder,
Lloyd Boyd took another limit of
bass on his popping bug last
week. Now thLs is a feat anytime
you can get a limit of big
mouths on a popper. Robert

Kea Dean, R.K.Bent and Wilbur Wallace prepare to dean afew more bass.

The famed Wilbur Wallace lifts his hefty early morning catch of Arkansas bass.

Fishing For Moss Back Bass On The Arkansas River
—
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By VIRGIL WARD

the underside of their tails.
But don't limit yourself to
these natural baits. You can
get excellent results with
pieceoi
grasshopper, cricket.shr:P
rogeedeyen
cheese. Some of these often
are overlooked by the average
fisherman.
Purists not withstanding,
natural bait remains the most
natu
popular method of taking an
kinds of fish. They not only
are easy to use, but they also
work.
• • •
Dear Virgil.
My seven-year-old has been
bitten by the fishing bug.
I've taken him top-water
fishing and he's been missing
4 let of strikes. I think part
of this ynay be due to his using my heavy equipment. Is
there something a little lighter I could get /or him? We'd
also appreciate any tips you
00144 ems along.

FISH LIKE NATURAL
FOOD, TOO
Unless you're a purist who
shuns natural bait, you know
the value of a worm or a min_
now. So let's talk about some
natural baits,
The most popular of all, of
course, is the worm. There
isn't a fish that won't bite
one.
When you collect or buy
worms keep them in an open
can or a container with a
ventilated top. Fill the can
Philadelphia. Pa,
beforehand with moist earth
Dear Brad.
or worm bedrecommend that
I
strongly
ding. The 1styou get your son his own outter is availOt
• fit. For a boy that age I Stagable at most
' grst the Johnson Reels' Skip4p9rting goods
'.r model matched to a five
dealers.
or nve-and-a-half foot lightThen there
tip rod. At its prioe, the Sklpare night
per is as tine a reel as you
crawler 8,
, can find anywhere. It's a
a favorite of
, closed face spin-cast reel and
b a s s, trout
comes equipped with 240 feet
a n d walleye. ,
___. , of 10-pound test mcfhofilaNight crawl- Virgil
M • ment.
wW
ers are large '
The next time you and your
worms you can find at night
with a flashlight when they son go top - water fishing
come out of their holes. How- teach him this little trick.
ever, ' walk softly. Crawlers] When he makes his cast and
can slip back into their holes ; the lure hits the water, tell
quickly if they sense some- 'him to /et the lure lie motionless until the rings formthing is up.
Minnows from two to five ed by the spash have spread
inches long, are another good out for at least 10 feet. That's
natural bait. The small ones when he should start, his retake crappie and other pan- trieve. using short twitches of
fish while the larger minnows the rod tip. The biggest raistempt bass, walleye, trout and take a beginner makes in
this type of fishing is startlake trout,
When fishing for panfish inat the retrieve too soon.
Virgil Ward
with a minnow, use a No. 2 ---hook. When going for lamer I is
game fish, use a 2/0 fo
I Ward, t-h ree-t Int e
hook for extra strength and world and national freshwaup to 4/0 on slip-sinker-live ter fishing champion, is seen
worm rigs.
I weekly on the "ChampionCrawlnsh are also fine bait ship Fishing" TV series. Send
are
for game fish. Cray/Irish
your questions to Virgil Ward,
found in and around the P.O. Box 6, Mankato, Minn.
rocky sections of small 56001.

streams. Hook them through

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
—*Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
1;-colf_.-1/01
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

The Ion boat moved silently
through the coon tail moss with
little difficulty while in the
background musical bird tones
filled the silent air.
Far back in the swamp came
the croak of a heron followed
sharply by the cry of a sandhill
crane. "Splash" a bass burst
top water beside the boat to our
while to the right a giant
,osttoii mouth slithered off a big
cypress log.
The oxbow lake was smooth
as glass, and a school of bait
fish were beginning to break
water over a green moss bed.
right
Everything seemed
reaching a large opening in the
moss. I paused then cast to a
submerged cypress.
Just as the Mann's hit water I
felt an unmistakable tap tap as
a bass mouthed the snake-like
worm. I drove the hook home
with such gusto the line gave off

a familiar twang at the strain of
the jolt, a scrappie bass was on,
jumping cartwheeling and
driving for the bottom. I've
never seen a scrappier threepound bass in all my days.
Upon lifting him into the boat,
I could distinguish immediately
the reason they were called
nioes backs. They are the
greenest, blackest bass I'd ever
seen. Must be from the moss all
over and the vegetation.
Where was I? Would you
believe in Arkansas on the
Arkansas River about 40 miles
south of Stuggart, the duck
hunting capital of the world.
One could see why it's called the
capital with all flat land and
never-ending rice fields to draw
the fat ole g;reenheads from
their Northern nesting grounds.
The land was also dotted with
swamps and bayeaus and an
occasional oxbow lake. I was
fishing such a lake with some of
the best fishermen in Arkansas
County. My pardners were
Wilbur Wallace Dr. R.K. Bent
and Dr. Ken Dean.
I

Phone 753-2571

turned loose. Most bass of two
pounds or more were sure to
make our stringer. We were
boating bass and having a ball.
Once outside the spillway we
moved on down toward where
Wilbur and Dr. Bent were
Upon
having their fun.,
reaching yelling distance we
found they had several nice

Al's Tips

Lester Donelson hauled in this El-pound whale just below Taylor
Bay on Barkley. Nonagon took the monster catfish on a trotllne.
Staff Photo by Gene McCuteheon
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Guns
Remington- Browning
Winchester
...._______.....

Shells

Remington -Federal
Hunting 8 Fishing
Winchester
Licenses
Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Otra-vg-tire Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!
iustammcsso

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday

CCHOEMI1NCcAL.

- Cal Any Time

753-1933

dikter

Open 7 Days A Week

Tour Prescription Carefully a Accurately Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue

8 A.M.-12 P.M.
-yew
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Check Big K For....

of plug changed to a diver or
even a lead-head, deep-sinking
tYPe.
2. For night-time boating or
be
sailing, you should
thoroughly familiar with the
U.S. navigational system,
which uses red, green and white
lights to mart obstructions and
channels. White used only
uecause it shows up well in the
dark is found in combination
with red or green. Quickflashing lights tone flash per
second or faster) in either color
tell you to observe special
caution.

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR, PUSINESS"

Sales
Service -Parts

Complete 'Boating Supplies

1. A tremendously effective
combo lure for largemouths and
smallmouths (you gear the
size of the lure to the size of the
fish) is a plug with a leadhead
jig trailed about three feet
behind it. Remove the rear
treble hook from the plug. Hook
a snap and swivel into the rear
screw eye where the hook was.
Tie three feet of mono to the
swivel. Attach the jig directly to
the line. In early season, use a
sfiallow-running or surface plug
and the lightest jig you can find
or rnake. Later the size of the jig
must be increased and the type

HUTSON

§Dura Craft §Quachita §Alumicraft
§Sturdy Duo-Croft,

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

ever encountered. When they
tapped you'd better set the hook
fast, or you were left high and
dry with a chewed up worm.
Manuvering through the moss
to open areas with trees is how
we took our bass. The we came
upon a cut in the bank where
water was flowing through
Here we began to take more
Just
bass by the numbers.
about every other cast would
produce a bass or a strike.
Some we kept and several we

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
hnson

biggest bass went 4 lbs., that's a
lunker.
The local docks report that
fish are still being taken by the
fellows that brave the hot
weather.
Irvin Cobb: Ricky Lowe
reports that bass have slowed
down, but are still being taken
in small numbers off points on
worms and bombers. Willie
Morris has been pulling in those
big bass again while Louis
Kelley and wife. took 30 stripes
on Little George across from
Cobb dock. Mr. Marvin has
taken several nice bass trolling
lately in deep water. Robert and
Randy Lowe took four nice bass
off points on a worm last week.
Oscar Daleson brought in a load
of bream he took on a popper
while Frankie Guffo strung 60 in
a willow fly hatch. Irvin Cobb
now has its restaurant open
early for the fishermen that
wants to get in on some of the
early breakfast and early
fishing.

bass, but had lost many more buod keepers they'd overlooked,
but bass were everywhere, so ft
than they had boated.
That's when it happened. Ken was easy to overlook a few.
Before the weekend wale over
got a tap tap and quickly set the
hook. "Twsrig" the line broke we'd switched partneis and
and a Four pound bass burst caught many bass from the
clear. The line moved away but oxbow lake. Between times
we'd managed to fish below the
United States. Dr. Bent world floated. Hurriedly Ken raced
Arkansas River Dam for two
renown author and a fine after the line and caugnt it.
fisherman was with Wilbur Reeling hand over hand, he and three-pound stripes and had
today, while I was fishing with boated the bass, while I was tisned several other lakes for
bream, which could be taken by
my pardner from Murray, Ken rocking with laughter at the
the hwidredin only a few hours.
fumbling attempt.
Dean.
Lowe, Jr. and Dan Roberts
"Ken boats them any way he If you Untie we had fun, you are strung 9 keepers the other afKen had fished here before
Cypress Spring: Don Henly
and knew exactly where to go. can," I yelled to the others. 4 right. Especially since we'd, ternoon only to release them
lb.
Since the flooding Mississippi They faced our way, grinned boated more than a hundred
before returning name. Larry and J.B. Franklin took a 7%
black bass over the weekend Contri is pulling in those
had caused all the rivers to back and started fishing again.
bass and several smaller ones
Ken and I fell in right behind and had pulled in bream and again on his favoritecT, on stumps while most other
up this past spring, the
white bass for a fun time leeches would you believe. C.W. fishermen are striking out.
Arkansas River had filled all them and fished every opening
the old oxbows and replenished and tree. We pulled in some Arkansas wild fishing trip.
Jones and Lloyd Boyd have However stripes, bream and
the supply of bass. They were
been catching lots_ of bass catfish are all doing really well.
under every log and beside
recently near C.W.'s cabin The crappie are slow Louie
every tree. Several baits had
Ricky Atkins took a 5% lb. bass reports.
to cor
KenLake: Preston Harris
been tried previous
on a black worm last week,
trip, but the only thing the bass
while Lester Donaldson keeps says things are slow with bass,
would take was a nine-inch
pulling in those catfish on his but stripe, brim and catfish are
Mann's jelly worm and would
good. Lots of fish are being
lines.
you believe this was our
Don Rye and Ken Dean took a taken around willow fly hatweapon, backed by a 5% fact
mess of stripes and six bass on ches. Fellows lets get ready for
Lewis speed stick with a 17
deep water ledges with Mann's some deep water fishing real
pound golden stren line.
black worm July 4th. Don's soon. The dog days are here.
These bass were the most
vigorous worm takers I had

Wilbur, a resident of Gillett
Arkansas has traveled the
world over in his hunting and
fishing expeditions and has
fished with best of fishermen
and hunted with some of the
best hunters throughout the

FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection
jina
onSupplies
FishingTac,kw
le_flasad
of atritihs
aLc
t. W
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports
If you're a tiunter, ask about our
selection of guns
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Boccabel
Same Ini
By FRANK BROW
Associated Press Sports
Catcher John Boccabel
cording to Montreal l'vt
Gene Mauch, "exerts a
kind of leadership ovt
pitching staff."
His dominance of 14
pitching staff, though,

tally unsettling Friday
Boccabella became
man in the history of

league baseball to hit tw
runs in one inning w
Expos blasted Houston!
runs in the sixth. He
with a drive over the
fence at Jarry Park,
grand slam as Mon
the Astros 12-8. They
second game 14-6.
Elsewhere in the
League, the Atlanta
blanked the New York
the Cincinnati Reds

the Philadelphia
the Chicago Cubs beat
Diego Padres 8-5, the
les Dodgers edged
burgh Pirates 3-2 and
Louis Cardinals tr.
San Francisco Giants

Junior Winners
Named In Golf
At Murray Clu
Winners for Junior
at the Murray Coon
Thursday have been
by the junior golf
Mrs. Margaret Sh
Divisions and
as follows:
Boys, nine and
Mayfield, winner,
Austin, runner up.
Girls, ten and
Catherine Dick,
Carol Dick, runner
Boys, ten and e
Bradshaw, vrinnner.
Girls, twelve and
LeeAnna Dick,
Boys, twelve
Howard Boone,
Boys, fourteen
seveateen, Lee
and Tim Philpot
Frank, tied for
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Boccabella Slams Two Homers In
Same inning, Expos Beat Houston
By FRANK BROWN
Associated Press Sports Writer
Catcher John Boccabella, according to Montreal Manager
Gene Mauch, "exerts a quiet
kind of leadership over our
pitching staff."
His dominance of Houston's
pitching staff, though, was totally unsettling Friday night.
Boccabella became the 18th
man in the history of major
league baseball to hit two home
runs in one inning when the
Expos blasted Houston for eight
runs in the sixth. He led off
with a drive over the left field
fence at Jarry Park, then hit a
grand slam as Montreal belted
the Astros 12-8. They won the
second game 14-6.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Atlanta Braves
blanked the New York Mets 2-0,
the Cincinnati Reds defeated
the Philadelphia Phillies 8-2,
the Chicago Cubs beat the San
Diego Padres 8-5, the Los Angeles Dodgers edged the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-2 and the St.
Louis Cardinals trimmed the
San Francisco Giants 3-2.

Junior Winners Are
Named In Golf Play
At Murray Club
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In American League action,
the Oakland A's defeated the
Baltimore Orioles 7-5 in the
first game of a two-night
doubleheader, but the Orioles
won the second game, 5-3, the
Cleveland Indians topped the
California Angela 8-7 in 11 innings, the Kansas City Royals
bombed the Detroit Tigers 12-1,
the Texaa Rangers beat the
Milwaukee Brewers 5-2, the
New York Yankees topped the
Minnesota Twins 5-2 and the
Boston Red Sox trimmed the
Chicago White Sox 4-2.
Atlanta's Ron Schueler held
the Mets hitless until the ninth
inning in posting his first major
league shutout. Singles by Ron
Hodges and Felix Milian ruined
the no-hit bid
Home runs by Bobby Tolan,
Tony Perez and Bill Plummer
powered the Reds over the
Phillies before a record Veterans Stadium crowd of 58,294.
Tolan added an RBI single.
Fred Norman, 6-8, won his fifth
victory in his last six decisions.
Chicago's Rick Monday, with

the
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Winners for Junior Golf held
at the Murray Country Club on
Thursday have been announced
by the junior golf chairman,
Mrs. Margaret Shuffett.
Divisions and winners were
as follows;
Boys, nine and under, Randy
Mayfield, winner, and Paul
Austin, runner up.
Girls, ten and eleven,
Catherine Dick, winner, and
Carol Dick, runner up.
Boys, ten and eleven, Todd
Bradshaw, winnner.
Girls, twelve and thirteen,
LeeAnna Dick, winner.
Boys, twelve and thirteen,
Howard Boone, winner.
Boys, fourteen through
seveateen, Lee Stewart, winner,
and Tim Philpot and David
Frank, tied for second low.

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
MILWAUKEE i AP)- Dave
Stockton, relaxed but exuberant
after the best round of his career, was asked to predict a
winning score in the $130,000
Greater Milwaukee Open Golf
Tournament.
"I think I can shoot sane
pretty good scores," Stockton
said. "I'll let the other guys
worry about it. I've been chasing people all year. Now they
can chase me for a while."
Stockton, a former PGA national champion, had a nine-under-par 63-just one stroke off
the best round of the season on
the pro tour-and established a
three-stroke lead Friday with a
36-hole total of 132.
That's 12-under-par for two
trips in pursuit of the $26,000
first prize on the 7,010-yard
Anwar C Yeelordwf Pam*
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KANSAS CITY ( AP) - Top
fuel dragsters and funny cars
were to take their qualifying
runs today in the American Hot
Rod Association Drag Nationals
at Kansas City International
Speedway.
Final eliminations will be run
Sunday. The Nationals are the
seventh in a series of 10 sponsored by the AHRA.
Scott Shafiroff of New York,
driving a Vega, led the pro
stock qualifying Friday night.
He was clocked at 144.92 miles
an hour at the end of the quarter-mile strip, with an elapsed
time of 9.518 seconds.
Jerry Austin of Decatur,
was second in a Barracuda and
Gary Kimball of Independence,
Mo., was third In a Vega.
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Tuckaway Country Club course.
Larry Ziegler was in second
place with a 69 for 135.
Bob Goalby, a 42-year-old
veteran who held the first
round lead, had six birdies, but
could do no better than a 71 in
the gusty afternoon winds that
raked the course's rolling hills.
He drifted back to third at 136.
Mike Morley was next with a
71-137, while Homero Blancas
and Hubert Green were tied at
138. Blancas had a 71 and
Green a 70.
Most of the game's top
names are bypassing this event
to get an early start on preparations for next week's British
Open. Among them are Jack
Nicklaus, Lee Trevino, Arnold
Palmer and Gary Player.
Top Second-round scores:
Dave Stockton
6969-132
66 69-135
Larry Ziegler
Bob Ckmdby
65 71-136
Mike Morley
66 71-137
Homero Blancas
67 71-138
litammt Green
68 70-138
Buddy Adhn
66 73-139
Jerry McGee
7069-139
John Schroeder
70 0-139
Roy Pace
68 71-139
Deane EWmnan
68 71-139
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some help from San Diego's
Pat Corrales, drove in six runs
with a grand-slam and a tworun single to help the Cubs.
Corrales dropped Monday's pop
foul with the bases loaded in
the fifth inning, and Monday
used the reprieve 'to drive his
21st homer of the season over
the right field fence.
A two-out double by Jose
Cruz in the seventh inning
drove in Joe Torre and Ted
Simmons to carry St. Louis to
victory. Bob Gibson pitched a
seven-hitter for his 233rd career
triumph. The decision tied Gibson with San Francisco's Juan
Marichal as the winningest active pitcher.
Don Sutton carried a four-hit
shutout into the ninth inning,
then had to scramble for the
victory as Pittsburgh scored
twice with two outs. Manny
Sanguillen drove in Al Oliver
with a double, then Dave Cash
scored Sanguillen with a single.
But Sutton retired Reggie Stennett on a line drive to end the
game.

Dave Stockton Cards Nine
Uncle! 63 To Lead Tourney
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Cid Strikes Out Twice In
Bid To Ploy Little League
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Pamela Magill has struck out
twice in attempting to break
the male barrier of Little
League baseball, but two outs
don't make a ball game.
The parents of the 10-year-old
suburban Avonworth girl said
Friday they would appeal Federal Judge Barron P. McCune's
ruling that their daughter can
be
excluded from
the
Avonworth Baseball Conference's (ABC) team because of
her sex.
Can we fight it" Pamela
asked when the judge issued
his decision Thursday night.
Her parents and attorney responded readily.
"I feel girls should have the
opportunity, to play baseball,"
said Patricia Magill.
"Nobody has the right to participate in a game," quipped
attorney Stanley Stein,"betas
has the right to try 401:-!-__ _The Magills filed suit against
the Avonworth School District
last month, charging the only
reasons Pamela was kept from
the league was because she's a

mentary on her the other day,"
continued Mrs. Magill. "They
mentioned she had gone fourfor-four at North Park in one
genie, with three home runs
and a double."
The report was innaccurrate,
and Pamela was quick to cot,
met her mother.
"It was five-for-five," the
youngster announced.
"She had three home runs, a
double and a triple," said her
mother

Royals Pound Detroit 12-1 As
Rangers Rally For 5-2 Triumph
allowing two runs in the first
inning and the Rangers rallied
for a 5-2 triumph.
Beene made one of his rare
starts and, although touched for
14 Minnesota hits, battled into
the ninth inning before Sparky
Lyle protected the Yankees' 5-2
win over the Twins.
Busby, who has had his prob"As far as I'm concerned,
lems since he no-hit Detroit in
Beene is still a middle-inning
April, got another shot at the
reliever," said Yankee manTigers Friday night and
ager Ralph Houk.
blanked them until the ninth as
Elsewhere in the American
the Royals pounded out a 12-1
League, the Oakland A's
victory.
downed the Baltimore Orioles
Merritt, who has been pla- 7-5 but dropped the nightcap 5gued with arm trouble since he 3, the Boston Red Sox beat the
won 20 games for Cincinnati in Chicago White Sox 4-2 and the
1970, shut out Milwaukee after Cleveland Indians nipped the
By HERSCHEL NUISEiNSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Kansas City's Steve Busby
and Jim Men-itt of Texas are
back on the track as starters
while New York's unbeaten
Fred Beene is back where he
started-in the bullpen.

California Angels 8-7 in 11 inflings.
In the National League, Los
Angeles edged Pittsburgh 3-2,
St. Louis nipped San Francisco
3-2, Chicago defeated San Diego
8-5, Cincinnati whipped Philadelphia 8-2, Montreal pounded
Houston twice 12-8 and 14-6 and
Atlanta shaded New York 2-0.
Amos Otis hit his 14th home
run of the year and three singles and John Mayberry hit his
20th homer to pace a 20-hit
Kansas City assault against Joe
Coleman and two Detroit relievers.
Busby, 5-9, had dropped seven of nine decisions since his
no-hitter.
Merritt scattered
eight hits against Milwaukee,
including George Scott's tworun homer in the first inning.
The Rangers rallied on a tworun homer by Jeff Burroughs
and a solo shot by Bill Sudakis
to hand the Brewers their 10th
defeat in the last 12 games.
The Yankees rallied for five
118,231; Lee May, Houston, unearned runs off Minnesota's
104,091; Bill Buckner, Los An- Jim Kaat in the eighth inning,
the last three on a home run by
geles, 66,259.
SECOND BASE-Joe Mor- designated hitter Jim Ray
gan, Cincinnati, 521,319; Glenn Hart.
Beene, 5-0, was helped by
Beckert, Chicago, 220,009; Dave
Cash, Pittsburgh, 173,305; Tito four double plays and also
Fuentes, San Francisco, picked Rod Carew off first
140,868; Ted Sizemore, St.' base. The Twins scored single
Louis, 114,109; Felix Milian, runs in the second and fourth
innings but got three singles in
New York, 88,624.
THIRD BASE-Ron Santo, the first without scoring.
Reggie Smith cracked three
Chicago, 402,159; Joe Torre, St.
Louis, 344,085; Doug Rader, singles, including the 1,000th of
Houston, 166,888; Richie Heb- his career, and Carlton Fisk
ner, Pittsburgh, 116,578; Dar- homered, leading the Red Sox
rell Evans, Atlanta, 112,897; past the White Sox and Wilbur
Wood, now 15-12.
Ron Cey, Loa Angeles, 92,642.
Mery Retterunund and Enos
SHOR MDR-Chris Speier,
San Francisco, 4123,181; Dave Cabell rapped consecutive
Vida
Concepcion, Cincinnati, 291,849; home runs off Oakland's
Don Kessinger, Chicago, Blue in the seventh inning to
242,016; Bud Harrelson, New give the Orioles a split. The A's
York, 133,566; Bill Russell, Iss won the opener as Dick Green
, 129,989; Roger Met- drove in four runs and Catfish
Hunter 'won his eighth car- zger, Houston, 95,293.
CATCHER-Johnny Benels,-, aeciitive decision.
Charlie Spikes' bases-loaded
Cincinnati, 913,110; Manny
Sanguillen, Pittsburgh, 171,556; single in the 11th inning lifted
Ted Simmons, St. Louis, 78,486; the Indians over California
Randy Hundley, Chicago, after the Angels rallied for six
62,051; Dave Rader, San Fran- runs against Dick Tidrow and,
cisco, 56,866; Bob Watson, Jerry Johnson in the ninth to.
tie the game.
Houston, 50,408:
OUTFIELD-Pete Rose, Cincinnati, 526,495; Billy Williams,
Chicago, 435,398; Cesar Cedeno,
Houston, 434,845; Bobby Bonds,
for the SALE! .
San Francisco, 397,784; Lou
Brock, St. Louis, 281,547; Rick
CORN-AUSTIN
Monday, Chicago, 250,705.

Three Reds Have Lead In NI
All-Star Voting; Ends Sunday
NEW YORK (API- Three
Cincinnati Reds would be in the
starting lineup for the National
League if today's tabulation of
voting for baseball's All-Star
game were final.

nounced the week of July 15.
In addition to Bench, Morgan
and Rose, other likely starters
for the NL, judging from Friday's tabulation, are Hank Aaron of Atlanta at first base,
Ron Santo of the Chicagb Cubs
at third, Chris Speier of Sia
Francisco at shortstop and Billy Williams of the Cubs and Cesar Cedeno of Houston rounding
out the outfield.
The latest vote breakdown by
position for the starting National League All-Star squad:
FIRST BASE-Hank Aaron,
Atlanta, 680,329; Willie Stargell,
Pittsburgh, 280,982;
Willie
McCovey, San Francisco,
150,174; Tony Perez, Cincinnati,

The three would be catcher
Johnny Bench, second baseman
Joe Morgan and outfielder Pete
"I doubt if there's any con- Rose. They were far ahead at
stitutional discrimination in this their positions in the latest NI,
Instance or discrimination of voting by fans announced Friany kind, for that matter," day by the Baseball CommisMcCune declared in his deci- sioner's office.
sion.
The voting ends Sunday for
"Pamela wanted to play last the All-Star game at Kansas
year, said Mrs. Magill when City July 24. Starting lineups
asked to trace her daughter's for both the National and
baseball history, "but we wait- American leagues will be aned until this year and she asked
again.
"I took her to apply April 6,
and got a call April 7 that she
couldn't play became she was
a girl," she added.
"The thing she applied for
was a minor league, kids that
don't know what end of a bat to
By ROBERT JONES
use, but boys are allowed to
had to go one day over the
Associated Press Writer
play as long as they pay the $7
scheduled 12.
WIMBLEDON,England(AP)
fee," she declared.
Billie Jean still has a wornBillie Jean King and Jan en's doubles semi-final to play.
Pamela has attended a belieball clinic and knows which end Kodes have a busy weekend Teamed with Rosemary Catials
ahead of them at Wimbledon's of San Francisco, she'll meet
of the bat to use.
"A radio station did a corn- famed tennis tourney
the Australians Evonne GooleAnd the fans lucky enough to gong and Janet Young for the
have tickets for today will have right to meet Francoise purr of
a tennis feast_ to enjoy-three France and Betty Stove of The
finals instead of only one,
Netherlands in the final.
Rain washed out all play Fri- . In the mixed doubles,
Billie
day, when the women's inks - Jean is teamed with Owen Daand men's doubles were to vidson of Australia. They have
have been played, and these a quarter-final to play, and if
were rescheduled for Saturday. they get through that, they play
'The day's program will she the Russians Alex Metreveli
half an hour earlier than Mlle and Olga Morozova for a place
with the women's singles final,
CINCINNATI,Ohio ( AP)-A followed by the final of the in the final.
Kodes still has a fifth round
news conference was set today men's singles and then the
match to play in the mixed
with the future of the Kentucky men's doubles final.
Colonels American Basketball There still remains a wom- doubles. Partnered by the 16year-old Czech Martina NavAssociation franchise expected
an's doubles final, and a fifth ratilova, he plays the Australto be announced.
round, two quarterfinals and
Brian Heekin, president of boo semi-finals in the mixed ians Peter Podkorny and Sonja
Cincinnati Sports, Inc., the doubles to be decided before Pachta.
It'll be the first all-U.S. womgroup which purchased a ma- the finals in these two brackets
en's singles final since Althea
jority interest in the Colonels can be played.
Gibson beat Darlene Hard in
last month, said an announce
Which is where Kodes and
meat would be made regarding Billie Jean will have to work 1957.
Chris Evert, who has reached
di,status of the franchise
hard.
a Wimbledon final at only her
-g261 indicated last month that
Billie Jean, from Long
it would attempt to relocate the Beach, Calif., starts the pro- second attempt-she was a losfranchise in the wake of the gram with her eighth singles fi- ing 'semifinalist last year-has
met Billie Jean only once becollapse of plans for financing nal here. She plays
18-year-old
a proposed $19 million down- ' Chris Evert from Fort Lauder- fore on grass. That was at Forest Hills two years ago and Biltown Cincinnati sports arena. dale, Fla., arid if
she wins,
Renewed efforts are being she'll have a post4sar record of lie Jean beat her.
made to finance the arena.
five titles.
At the same time, a Louis- Kodes, the 26-year-old Czech.
Twice A PrinceJO-tun
ville group headed by businessplays Russian Alex Metreveli.
man John Y. Brown has in- Then in the men's doubles,
INGLEWOOD, Calif.(API dicated it is seeking to obtain
young Jim Connors, of Belle- Twice A Prince, rurtnerup to
51 per cent ownership of the ville,
Ill., teams with Elie Nas- Secretariat in the Belmont
Colonels to keep the club in test of Romania ts play the Stakes, will be shipped to HolLouisville.
Australian pair of Ngle Fraser lywood Park for the $150,000
Hollywood Derby on July 15,
and John Cooper.
The tournament committee his trainer said Friday.
rr UsteiZvEs iloolt OfiVitair LF
John Campo,talking to Holly-.
hadn't treCided w'hat to do about
LICIO BOUNCE TRE f3AU. A
the remaining matches in the wood Park officials by phone
LOT 6F.EORE LOU 6ERVE!
, women's and mixed doubles, from New York, said Elmenbut probably would have them don Farm's 3-year-old, an enplayed on Sunday. This would try in the American Derby at
‘,.,:..,:, •
make it the second year in suc- Arlington Park Saturday, would
cession that the tournament be shipped west en Monday.
_
._______,_1114-)"'.
•
1101111MMIIIIMIIIINNWHIMIIKRIWIEW
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ThrekFinals Scheduled
At Wimbledon Tournament

Conference
On Colonels
Set For Today

-4 **
-44i,:ltelaAi 'Ttrrlifilrlitteirrt•Xretifirst**0-,-•*.•r

WATCH OUTI

7,0
vw-wrweslast

: SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET

:WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
__-_Orn 12:00 A.M.j111 6

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY VALIEWINE PRINTING)

MINIM° saFiviciEs, INC

A DIVISION OF

-

WHIL_EYOU -WAIT

---PKINTINt AND

1 TO ums COPIES
Camera Ready,Copy Only.

DUPLICATING

. , 4,4. :0

THE PHANTOM
WAS HE COE CF
TI4EIA?

NO THANK
GCCONESSFOIL#N,MINUTE
I '4.5

5044 MAIN STREET - PHONE 753-444?
ML/RAY, KENTUCKY 4207\1

Morgan, Trevatitanl Gunn, Inc.
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate - 1011 E. i21kSt., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For theResidents of Murray,-Cilloway County ant.Aurofa'..;,.,,THE NUMBER TO CALL
row",

753-6432V-

_
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WANT-ADS

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . .

7534916

SERVICES OFFERED

OPPORTffittY

will
BAKERY,
RETAIL
equipped established business.
Reasonable, owner must sell, W
health. Call 4447664 or write
Mititmin Bakery, 1806 Kentucky
J9P
Ave. Paducah, Kentucky.

BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138.
TFC
or 3544161 after 5:00p.m.

SERVICES OFFERED
•Papering
•Painting
•Paneling
•Ceiling Tile

SERVICES OFFERED

Another View

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

r FOR SALE.

BUSINESS

753-19

your addition/FOR ALL
remodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 7536123.

All Ladies and Little Girls

DRESS SHOES & SANDALS
2 Price
1
at /

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service,
2 Price
1
Some Men's Shoes at /
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
TFC
Complete Home
Phone Paris,6424651.
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
• Selling Below Cost
Remodeling
TFC
-tin and
ALUMINUM SIDING ti
SERVICE PROFITABLE ac- Milster 489-2504.
ES
ESTIMAT
FREE
gutters. We cover all exposed
counts in your area!! "Walt
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
Disney Products". Unusually
home.
my
high earnings! Inventory in- WILL BABY-SIT in
enamel aluminum siding. All
JI1C
Hwy. 94 at Lynnyille.w.w,
753-0961
aluminum gutters and down
vestment required $3,290 fully Phone 753-8545.
spouts. Free estimates Phone
refundable. Income possibilities
HORN saddle. Excellent
RESTORED BIG
AugusteC
BEAUTIFULLY
up to $900 per month. Call Collect JERRY'S REFINISHING & 16 YEAR old, wants to work 753-8783.
condition. Phone 753-0413 before
miles
6
,
Furniture
753753JI1P
phone
Custom Built
John Gallagher,
authentic pie safe. Phone
Mr. Donner(214) 243-1961.
J 1 OC
J9C
July 17C 6:00p.M.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. 8129.
7616.
G. ExWASHIN
WINDOW
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492MUSIC
le
MOBILE HOME-1963, two
TFC WILL DO baby-sitting in my perienced. Very reasonab
8837.
Mr.
767-2352,
Sale
Phone
prices.
for
bedrooms, 10'x50'. Good conENT
EQUIPM
FARM
PIANO, TUNANG-Repair'
5
home during week from 8 to
July7C
.
Deere
Phone 753-0521 or 753-3184
Thompson
John
expert
dition.
430
ing
Prompt
g.
outstand
relbuilon
J9C
needs- p.m. Call 753-3367.
Tractor, 3-12" plows, two row or 753-1236. Can be seen after 4:00
service. 15 years experience. FOR YOUR building
new or old,
J1OP
FOR SALE OR RENT
John Deere drill, John Deere p.m., north of Penny.
Riebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. remodeling additions,
NOW IS the time for Experienced
753Call
jobs.
small
or
large
Deere
Phone
John
,
6'
rs,
Kentucky
cultivato
Murray,
ter,
July 25C work in landscaping, planting, NICE MOBIL Homes for rent
TFC 7955.
mower, bush hog, John Deere WHEAT STRAW. Phone 7537384911.
pruning, spraying and the also for sale. Sizes 10 X 55. Phone
40
4
J10C
disc. For further information call 3830.
WILL DO trash and brush making of flower beds. Phone 753.1551 and ask for Mrs. Dill. J9C
7.7 753-5602 or nights 753-4672. July7C
PIANO TUNING and Repair
July7C
Reasonable rates. Phone 753-6061.
Jeffry Cain, 7534712. Registered hauling.
'TRAVERSE CURTAIN rods, two
TFC
I UNDRSTAND THE ARE PUSHING MAE
753-6130.
an
FOR SALE
Technici
only pair; one table lamp; one lamp;
craftsman Piano
enduro,
175
YAMAHA
1972
MASS TRANSPORTATION TH1k6 Ar4lt4.0
WILL KEEP child in my home
TFC
Grind.
1600 miles on road. Phone 767- old antique trunk. Can be seen at
JOHN'S REPAIR Service days. Can furnish references.
J10C
July7C 526 South 7th Street.
-roofing and
2357.
15' BOAT, motor and trailer with
-electrical
FOR
SALE
Plumbing
J7P
FOR
SALE
Phone 733-9517.
SERVICES OFFERED
or
J10C
days
753-1514.
Phone
es.
753-6897
accessori
Phone
carpentry.
trail like new. 14' GLASSPAR G3 boat, 50 h.p NEW SPORTSMASTER VI"
TFC
RIDING MOWER, 6 H.P. 1972 HONDA Mini
KMLY'S TERMITE and Pest 753-7825 nights.
WILL BABY-SIT in my home
very little. Phone 753- 1972 Evinrude 40 hours. $1300, bicycle. See at 412 South 6th
Ridden
A-1
new.
like
Looks
.
(klutrol, phone 763-3914, 100 South
Craftsman
Excellent
Bicycle
$25.00 18" GIRLS
J10C,
J9C trailer included. See 1613 Sunset, Street!
center to be with child 3 years or older,
11111h Street,"every day you delay NEW DAY care
J7C condition, 26" Girl Bicycle Good condition. $150.00. Phone Fred 8218.
now week. Phone 753-0163.
August,
of
July7C
part
latter
opened
7537129.
rugs have their
J9NC
condition, 12" Boys Beginner Phillips 753-0891.
1971 MOBILE Home take over
MUST SELL!!! English park
August6NC taking applications for children 3 FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Bicycle,Fair. Phone 753-7477. J9C
Limited
nt,
for
appointme
Call
God condition. Phone 753.
saddle.
payments
years to school age.
TFC
Installation. Phone 753-7850.
FLUFFY soft and bright are
J10C
J12C
5058.
number. Phone 753-4478 or 753753-7284.
Lustre.
Blue
Sear's
with
Kerunore,
cleaned
DRYER,
GAS
carpets
9135 for more information. J13C
$1.
exr
best. Like new. $5G.00. Phone 753- Rent electric shampooe
PAINTING-INTERIOR,
BARGAIN!! GOOD used oil
J10C Kwik-Pik Market,Five Pointr
A GOOD buy.. give it a try. Blue
and sheet rock finishing. 7340.
complete, American
furnace,
L.P.N. WILL care for children in terior,
carpet
J7C Lustre America's favorite
s.
J10C All work guaranteed. For free
Heat entire house. Phone
brand.
ShopBelaire
K,
Big
i her home. Phone 731-8804.
shampoo.
Atkins
estimates phone Sammie
Sleeps 6. Has Ford InJ1OP
J7C
901-642-3214.
SEAM].F.SS GUTTERING, white
Painting & Decorating 437-1971 250 MX, rebuilt ping Center.
Marine engine
YAMAHA
teceptor
WILL DO sewing. Phone 763needs
finish, never
enamel
20C
July
engine, Also 1973--750 Yamaha,
J1OC 4534.
and 5 KW Generator. HILI
SET OF American Peoples en9646.
painting. Free estimate. Phone under 2,000 miles. Also motor- 1972-45 FOOT fabuglas bass
electric heat and air
cyclopedias. Lady's and girl's
Gutter
&
Atkins
NG
7534992.
PLUMBI
or
ROUGH
753-8407
SCARBO
boat and trailer, 1971-80 h.p.
zycle trailer. Phone 395ng, water heater
conditioni
J10C
clothing. Phone 753-9646.
Quality
10C
July
Paving.
R & R ASPHALT
Electric. Complete pump repair Service, Murray.
J11NC Mercury motor cornpletly rigged
4264,
and refrigerator. Has radio
work guaranteed. Business and' service. Let us check your old
t
equipmen
of
part
off
or will take
and Sonar depth finder.
-residential. Free estimates. purnp for you before you buy a TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong
J12C
UPRIGHT PIANO,antique
for less. Phone 753-7728.
May be seen at....
247line;
Mayfield
Sears
night
or
Sears.
first
y
day
BY
Phone
GUTTERING
neir one. 24 hour emergenc turck tires,
green,145.00. Phone 4313n-ForSee
Billingto
$6.14
+
TFC service Phone 7534543. July 14C 1133x110 - 10 ply $46.90
7201.
seamlLss gutters, installed per 1967 CHEVROLET Impala,
J10C
5593.
- Tractors Co., Inc.
- 10 ply $39.18 +97.93 - your. specifications. Call Larry door with air conditioning. Also
21
;
10Toiiirirention•;
753-2632
*ado - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
Lyles at 753-2310 for free 1972 350 Honda with extras.
PONY AND saddle for sale.
TFC
who'll soon lit:
hrialatong's best highway tread estimate.
J9C
1TP
Phone 437-4712.
Phone 753-5037.
*sok tleas;
25',
to
8'
POLES,
E
CREOSOT
a
celebrate
105x20- 10 ply $54.113 + $8.14
CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to FOR SALE E. Gleaner Combine and treated fence posts. Murray 20 BUSHELS york soy beans.
NTER
CARPE
100120 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
FINISH
new location behind Tom's Pizza In real good condition with cab, Lumber Company, 104 Maple Phone Terry Buckingham, Route
birthday?
$9.10
1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 +
J10C
Palace to open up our new robot contort, and grain head.
J7C 2, 7534944.
-411:
* Cabinets
* Houses Trimmed
Armstrong's best traction type Western Store and a new boot and For further information call 753- Street.
truck tires;
J12C VA LOANS, no down payment for FISHING BOAT,14' V bottom, 18
shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th 5602 or nights 753.4512.
* Doors
* Formica Tops, etc.
8115x20 - 30 ply $85.21 + $7.25
tilt
&Sycamore Open Sundays. TFC
qualified veteran. 12 years to H.P. Johnson motor, new
900z20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
* Quality Workmanship
C L 125, 3 months pay. Drive on out almost to trailer. All in excellent condition.
HONDA
1973
10,000 old, excellent condition. Phone
1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. AIR CONDITIONER,.
J13P
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline Phone 753-1812.
Roby Sales, Highway 88, Benton, BTU. Good condition. Phone 753- 7534571.
J9P
Bill's
spot.
on
financing
Bank
14NC
July
J11C
Ky.
4126.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South 33' HOUSEBOAT (dock inFURNITURE, USED and new. Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., cluded), steel hull, good con.17C dition. For information call
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag Used bedroom suite, also new 4434150.
Hunter Love, 503 Poplar Street,
BEATLE BAILEY
rug specialist that adjusts to any dinette and couch with floral
NO, IM NOT,6IR
carpet. New and used vacuums pattern, and complete bed. Call KENTUCKY'S LARGEST Murray,Kentucky. Phone 753J12C
J1OP
sAteee, I TANK YOU'RE
BELIEVE ME, I'm
for sale. For demonstration after 12 noon 4744382.
variety of pistols. Buy now while 2342.
DEL;BERATELY 5NiFFiNG,
them at
.05-r LIVIP16!
Mike Hutchens, your local
get
phone
still
can
you
CLEACONE, YOUR.
MISCELLANE- reasonable prices. Country Boy DOOR AND door frame, three
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- FURNITURE
Thitciar, Ru5TLING
Jul31C OUS,some antiques. 1616
0359.
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles windows each side, shower stall,
AND
PAPER,
July9P
Main.
Hopkinaville, Junction 117 small basin. Phone 753-6124. J10C
from
_ViA3,
9QUEAXIN
CriAtfi Ji.192
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
AKC WEIMARANER Puppies
ANNOY MI:
J7C BOY'S BICYCLE, Raleigh 10
$39.95
mowers,
RIDING
p.m.
USED
h
after 23 July Ideal
speed. Excellent condition. For
phone
Supply,
Murray
up.
and
guard dog, or playmate. Come
information phone 753-0413 before
Sales.
CAMPER
EAD
Augurit8C ARROWH
see now! 1203 Brentwood Paris, 753-3361.
J10C
the 6:00p.m.
on
,
Kentucky
,
Mayfield
J9C
Tenn. Phone 642-4326.
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
tub, $172.50, white and colors. pickup camper, toppers. We also
rent campers by the week or
Murray Supply,753FOR SALE
August8C
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 4893361.
cubic,
Sears 23,000 BTU,17.4
J7C
=3.
R. Tappan Refrigerator
BLONDIE
SPECIAL 34"x32" one piece
_eica.iT_come
Both are like new.
Al' LEAST ONCE Awes<
fiberglass shower stalls. Special CAMPERS' CAMPERS! A lot
Phone 753-8045
num< Big To famiR mos mg
$112.00. White and colors. Murray full of them at prices you couldn't
t'm SICK
sale: outfit sour (omits and
AugustAC
ye, starting at $460.00. Full
753-3361.
Supply,
THREE BIRCH doors, complete
sour home. 8:00 a.m. till
type,fold down and motor homes.
with hardware. Phone 489dark, Saturdas, Jul 7. at
New and used. At Bill's Camper
J7C 1961 LA SABRA Buick, must sell,
2624.
1601 Sunset Uri% e. right oft
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
good condition. $150.00, call 753South 16th Street.
3900 Clarks River Road,
Homes,
J12C
MOBILE HOME--64'112' Hen- 0154.
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
slee, two bedrooms, central heat
J7C
on 443-6150.
informati
and air, bath, shower doors, twin BOAT, MOTOR AND _trailer
SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere
ainits, dishwasher, refrigerator- $400. Call after 1 p.m. 492-.
MINI WASHER and dryer,
J9C
Lawn and garden tractor with
freezer, garbage disposal, 8883.
both.
for
almost new, $250.00.
washer-dryer, carpeted, un- DUNE BUGGY, phone 753-401 Phone 753-9799.
J7P number 48 mower. Regular
$1965.00. Through July or while
derpenned. Ready to live in. after 5 p.m.
J9C
J7C
supply lasts $1695.00. Murray
Phone 753-2744.
HONDA SL100, good condition.
Suoply,
7534361.
August8C
Price $250.00. Phone 753-5093. J7C
GRANDFATHER CLOCK. CS SEED FOR beans, 12,A bushels of
puppies,
SETTER
with crown markings on works. York and 4 bushel of Kent,$10.00. 1972 FORD pickup truck; poi-- IRISH
J7C a bushel. Call 753-4733.
J9P
all shots
lines,
blood
753-2744.
champion
Phone
table sewing machine; Victor
I JUST GOT
ad wecroeii .441,111601.9.,.SA,
,
--``-'
machine.
PleNte138.
rROW*,J11C
Phone 753-4825.
.LaWIToi -horse of 1969 KAWASAKI 350cc, $300.00. 5031
fwo $5
J7C
VACATION --utility trallet; tour tires, springs Also refrigerator and life raft.
I WENT NEW HOLLAND baileri-268
and moutings, electric brakes, Phone 436-5634 after 4:014p.m.
2" long,
/
ONE STORM door 791
Phone 753-5186.
7J11P
$210.00. Fkone 753-5370 between JI1C
OUT TO
storm
win2
/
Eleven
311
"
wide.
J7C
8:00a.m. and 4:00P.m.
PALM
dows 33"x39". 701 Sycamore J7P ,VICTORIA FAINTING couch
SIAMESE KITTENS, beautiful
SPRINGS
and _matching ladies and genREGISTERED DACHSHUNDS and pure bred. Reduced price.
FULL SIZE bedspread and
J7C draperies. Lady's clothes, size 12- tlemen chair and ottoman rose
ARC papers. Two male, one Phone 7538258.
J7C
feeler cut velvet upholstery.
female. Phone 753-2378.
•
14. Phone 753-5644.
J11C
Beautiful mahogany wood trim.
LIVING ROOM suite, excellent
SQUARE VICTORIAN dining condition. Pair of brown lamps SAIL BOAT, 12' fiberglass, Perfect condition $600. 753J9C
table, look like new. Phone $25.00. for all. Phone 753-3348 Mossberg Mallard with 76 square 2587.
J7C after 5:00p.m.
LH! ABNER 753-1836
J7C foot sail and 14' Moody trailer,
CHANCE
A
THEY NEED
(IS2) almost
WE
MIER-RELATE WITH
$400.00. Two Zenith T.V. sets and YAMAHA 100
SHOULD'VE
400 miles.
brand
than
less
new,
CHERS
DOGPAT
THE
one 26" girl's bicycle. Phone 753COME.
Gets around 100 m.p.g. $375., call
WELL ISOILD A TEN J1OP
3125.
-Ibt A '
DOLLAR f5RiDGE,
J9C
753-0014 anytime.
SO THEY CAN Orra-tA4GE
841 PET Shop. Cocker Iparliel
PE-51,
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish 1970 YAMAHA 90-Enduro, low
** Walk-Through Windshield
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- mileage, good condition, $200.00.
J9C
9457.
July 24NC Phone 753-2267.
Mercury
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM - gut- YAM41,11As_ 125MX,125 Enduro,
ters. Baked on acrylic finish. 175 Enduro. 125 Penton. Three
* Price 12850
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for bike trailer. 1957 GMC panel
free estimate Dale Campbell 753- truck. Phone 753-9761 or 7537775.
July 20C 8167.
J11P

FURNISHED H(
apartments. Nea
Newly decorated.
Phone 753-7575 or 75
24C

PERRY'S SHOE STORE & DISCOUNT
FURNITURE

Bill Houghton

FURNISHED Al
living room, kitch
and shower and ha
bedrooms. Zimme
ments, South 16t1
6609.
SLEEPING BOO]
furnished, private
conditioned, r
Zmunerman Apar
16th. Phone 7534101

ONE BEDROOk
apartment and at
Adjacent to 615.
Couples only. Phone
LARGE BRICK
three bedrooms, lx
wall to wall cane
PA blocks from
tractive terms
couple who will
rental rooms in re
1626 Hamilton.
5479.

FOR SAL
River Queen
House Beet

.37.4CCS.3.70:Kri

CI;4

rwo BEDROOM
carpet, drapes, but
range. Attached gs
water. Nice counti
garden for couple o
miles north of Mu
way 641. 9135.00 a
436-5479.

CLEARANCE SALE

TWO BEDROOM
wide, $75.00. Priv
large two bedroor
$65.00. Phone 753-83
7671.
TWO BEDROOM
than one year old. 1
or 753-6231.
BUILDING SPAC
three floors size 33
can be rented sepa
753-9885

ROY HARMON

TWO BEDROOM
location, family on
3895 or 753-3482.

Happy Ad.
: The Ledger
& Times fib.

TWO BEDROOM
duplex apartment,
and air, ceramic
shower. Carpet the
in oven. $125.00.
Phone 763-7850.

Call. .. 753-0790

THREE

I

FOR

pool. Phone 753407
3990.

TWO BEDROOM t
out extension. A
and water and st
furnished. Phone 4

AUTOS FOR

DUNE BUGGYgreen, mag wile(
$650.00. Phone 71
2348.

I

SALE

DODGE DAR'
battery and engi
damage. $250.00.
Write P.O. Box
phone 767-2414.

CHRYSLER NI
four door sedan.
air conditioned
Phone 753-9233

1966 MUSTAN
transmission, on
$400.00., call 753-0

CY

eommuen

FOR SALE
1972- EABUGLAS RUNABOUT
* 115

Phone 753-8856

BEDRI

Kitchen includes ri
wahser. Carpete

[

1970 VW, white u
good condition.
753-6579.

ECONSIIINE
1970, V13 engi
transmission, lo
side windows.
Phone 489-2626.
•

-

.1966 PONTIAC
vertible, call 439-

--1972 MODEL 11
)et boatandfr
used 10 hours cal

TRIUMPH G
cylinder,four sp
$1,200.00. Phone
7540.

GMC PICKU
condition, $200.0
or 753-5754.

PEST CO

FOR THE best
nereice and ter

Superior Exte
pa ny,7537266.

PAGESEVEN

ified Ad can
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753-1916

FOR RENT

NOTICE

TWO BEDROOM brick home,
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
range. Attached garage and city
water. Nice country home with
garden for couple only. Located 9
miles north of Murray on Highway 641. 1135.00 a month. Phone
436-5479.
JullOC

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment and air conditioned
Adjacent to MSU campus.
Couples only. Phone 753-3805. J9C
LARGE BRICK ranch home,
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
11
/
2 blocks from campus. Attractive terms available to
couple who will manage six
rental rooms in rear of building
1626 Hamilton. Phone 436J17C
5479.

11

TWO BEDROOM trailer, 12'
wide, $75.00. Private lot. Also
large two bedroom apartment
$65.00. Phone 753-8333 or 7537671.
J1OC

BUILDING SPACE for rent,
three floors size 33' x 68' Floors
can be rented separately. Phone
J12NC
753-9885.

e.

TWO BEDROOM home, good
location, family only. Phime.7533895 CT 753-348/
J8C

te

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
duplex apartment, central heat
and air, ceramic tile bath with
shower. Carpet tkredgbout, builtin oven. $125.00. per month.
Phone 763-7850.
J19C

11
t,
3OP

THREE BEDROOM brick.
Kitchen includes range and dishwahser. Carpeted. Swimming
pool. Phone 753-6079 or 753J10C
3990.

ee
11.
OC

rjr

Mr. David Bradford
In person or send resume to BURGER CHEF, 1304 W. Main,
CF,MENT FINISHERS wanted. AGRICULTURAL FRANCHISE
Needed now. Experienced in- xclusive Distributorship
dustrial slab finishers only. Available. Excellent opportunity.
Wanted at the Fisher Price Rural agricultural sales, exbuilding on 641, two miles north of clusive franchised area, proven
Route 121 in Murray, Kentucky. roducts, national and local
$5.70 per hour. See Charley Kuhn training. This is your opportunity
7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on the job or for a satisfying position and high
call 502-753-6478 after 9:00 p.m., Income. Send information for
weekdays only. An equal op- personal contact to Mike Johnportunity employer.
J11C son, 3021 Chippewa Drive,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
July9C
WANTED PART time kitchen 42240.
help. Apply in person to Captain's
Kitchen, Highway 641 North. J7C

The Big Day
is Almost Here!

- MONDAY, JULY 9, at 7 A.M. -

Vernon's Boot & Shoe
Store & Shoe Repair

WAITRESS & COOK

PROFFSRIONAL HELP wanted:
Full time or part time
registered medical technologist
for a private doctors Clinic. Send
Apply In
references and qualifications to
box number - 32E, Murray,
5 POINTS
Kentucky.
J9C I.

WANTED

Will Open In Their New Location on
Arcadia across from the Central Shopping Center
4

$10.00. DOWN and $10.00. per
month will buy a large wooded lot
at Keniana Shores. Lake accesscentral water-all weather
streets. Phone 436-2473. August9C

• Vernon's Complete Western Store
• Vernon's Boot & Shoe Store

FOR SALE
By Owner

• Vernon's Shoe Repair
4.

Visit Vernotrs on Monday
in their new location on Arcadia,
off 641 North across from the
Central Shopping Center in Murray.

Four bedroom brick house
on deep lot. Two baths,
living room, dining room,
large paneled den with
fireplace, kitchen with lots
of cabinets, full basement.
Located at 512 Broad.
Cash Price $21,008.01
Phone 7534953

Person to:
BAR-B-QUE_

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

And on Monday, Vernon's will be
Three Businesses in one:

ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, break
fast bar, fireplace, central hea
and air, boat dock, large patio.
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. J1
NICE RESTAURANT with large
barbecue pit, located on highway.
All equipment and building.
Price $20,000.00. Near school and
industrial plant. Also large two
story brick, two blocks from
Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky.
Has four apartments and 8
rooms. Excellent income. Arlin
Pinnegar Realty Company,
Sabina E. Smith associate, 1627
Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky.
Phone 442-8161.
J10C

COME PROPERTY for sale or
trade partially furnished central
air and heat. Excellent condition,
immediate possession. Monthly
income $570. Priced at $49,500
located 1626 Hamilton, Phone 436July14NC
5479.

FOR SALE
By Owner
Large fully carpeted, four
bedroom dome. Two baths,
kitchen-dining room, living
room, large family room,
utility room. 432,000.00.
Pbone 753-7819

BY OWNER: spacious house
with large swimming pool in
If You
beautifully landscaped rock
garden and privacy; wintergarden ; large family room
Please Phone
with fireplace; living room,three
TWO BEDROOM trailer with pull
3
4 acre,
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN. REGISTER FOR free fabric to bedrooms, 2 baths; fully WOODED CORNER lot, /
conditioned
VOW'
out extension. Air
Grove
subat
Elm
located
at
kitchen;
equipped Tappan
be given away each week
TUCKY
and water and storage building
your local Singer Sewing Center, central air and heat. Call 753-8052 division. Qty water hook up.
DEPARTMENT
furnished. Phone 489-2513. J10C
Phone 753-6005 (week-days)
J7C after 7:00 p.m. for appointBelaire Shopping Cienter.
OF TRANSPORTATION
July?
(week-ends).
753-7667
ment.
July7C
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
AUTOS FOR SALE
If No Results:
Sealed bids will be received by: Will the person who hit the 1971
INVEST IN THE BEST
Phone
DUNE BUGGY-1968 metallic
the Bureau of Highways, at its Chevrolet Impala-green with a
Duplex in Circarama. Over 2500 sq. ft. of living area plus
green, mag wheels. Must sell.
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until black vinyl top, in the Houston
carports. Two large bedrooms in each apartment. Tile
$650.00. Phone 753-3724 or 43610:00 A.M. Eastern Daylight McDevitt Clinic parking lot,
baths, carpeted, kitchen with lots of cabinets plus built in
2348.
J10C
Before 5:00 p.m., Time on the 19th day of July, 1973, Thursday, July 5, please call 753range
and oven, disposal unit, new ice-maker type
at which time bids will be 7673 after 5:00 p.m., before July
refrigerator. Central heat and air conditioning. Large lot.
Then
possible
avoid
any
can
12
so
we
DODGE DART-1965, new
publicly opened arid read for the
Convenient to South Side and Bel Air Shopping Centers.
litigation. We have your license
battery and engine, some body
After 5:30 p.m. and improvement of:
Available for immediate possession.
J13C
number,
damage. $250.00. or best offer.
SP GROW,.(1r3)
Until 6:30 p.m.
Write P.O. Box 862, M.S.U. or
•
- SOMETHING TO BUILD-ObiBituminous Concrete Surface
J11C
phone 767-2414.
Class I
es Southeast of New Concord only a rifle and a Inuf 37 act:
HELP WANTED
from lake. About 25 acres of cropland balance of land
Calloway Co., SP 18-768 The
CHRYSLER NEWPORT-1964,
along a tree lined creek. This can be yours for only $12,250.
WW Doores Road from KY 464 ANTED SOMEONE to clean
four door sedan. All power
extending northerly, a distance of ouse Thursday or Friday
OF
CARD
THANKS
:
air conditioned. Good condition.
SMART AND THRIFTY
1.500 miles.
urnish own transportation.
J7C To all our friends-We want to
Phone 753-9233
For country living this 49 acre farm located on a blacktop
Calloway Co., SP 18.781 The
753-2888 after 5:00 p.m.
thank each one who came to see Sulphur Springs road only 12 miles from Murray can provide 25 acres of
Buffalo Road 10C
istomatic Herbert 13rinn while he was in the from KY 444 extending easterly
1966 MUSTANG -cropland for a small cattle operation or for row crops. The
transmission, one owner, price hospital and also to those who to the Mt. Carmel-Valentine
25 acres are completely fenced. A real good two bedroom
Y TO live in home with
J9C sent cards. Special thanks to the Road (CR 1151) a
$400.00„ call 753-0744.
brick veneer home plus numerous outbuildings. This is
distance of lderly couple. Call 753-4478 or
wonderful nurses and doctors 2.400 miles.
priced at only $31,800.
J9C
135.
1970 VW, white with red interior, who loved and cared for him Bid proposals for all projects will
good condition. $900.00, phone while he was ill.
COUNTRY ESTATE
be available until 9:00 A.M.
INSURANCE SALESMAN
J9C Then after his death, we want EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME on
753-6579.
One of the nicest farms in the southeast part of the county.
Need two men or women in
to thank each one for the the day of the bid opening at the
135 acres with 100 acres of cropland under good fencing.
your area to help me
- ETONOLINE-11911 -Ford van- besorifol flowers, cards, and DiVilOTI of Contract Procurement
Located on a blacktop road about 5 miles east of New
service our present clients
1970, V8 engine, automatic wonderful words of en- at a cost of $2 each. Bid proposals
Concord. A new two - bedroom brick- home with -central
full time. Commission plus
transmission, long wheel base, couragement. A special thanks to are issued only to prequalified
heat and air conditioning,fireplace, kitchen appliances is
renewals and bonus. For
side windows. Price $1,925.00. Brother John Dale for his words contractors. Remittance payable
included. Also, a masonary constructed building with
full information and perJ10C were so true and comforting, for to the State Treasurer of KenPhone 409-2626
office used for a short time as a kennel could be converted
sonal interview write to or
those who brought food to the tucky must accompany request
/
2 miles
to milk barn. Three good ponds. All this and only 11
phone:
1966 PONTIAC Bonneville con- house, and to the Max Churchill for proposals.
from the lake. Check us on the price...
ITC
-Mr. John W. Isbell
J9C Funeral Home for their kindness
vertible, call 436-2427.
Pyramid Life Inc. OS.
in making everything so beautiful
MINIATURE ESTATES
Box 442
_1972 MODEL 18 foot turbocraft for the services. Love to each
LOST & FOUND
On Kerby Jennings Trail only a mile from Kentucky Lake
Fulton, Ky. 42041
jet boat .anal trailer. Has been one.
and Chandler State Park. Five acre estates, and one half
Phone 47249E5
used 10 hOurs call 436-2477 after 7 Dorothy, Dwight,and Wynnona LOST BLACK mans billfold
and one third acre hornesites. Blacktop road through the
J12C Brim
rontains, identification,' credit
e p.m.
property. Telephone and electric are in the development.
1TNC cards and cash. Reward offered WANTED TRUCK drivel' ,for
Property restricted to permanent type homes. All
TRIUMPH GT6-1967, six
J9C Texaco
Phone 753-6320.
property is reasonably priced. Financing is available
Burton
Young
cylinder,four speed, 60,000 miles,
Distributing Company, Apply hi
WANT
TO
BUY
11,200.011.Phone Benton 527LOST CHIHUAHUA-blonde, in person. Phone 753-2321.
'JAC
J13NC
7540.
vianity of Kirkwood and
SED DEEP freezer, reasonably
.110C Catalina. Answer to name of CAREER POSITIONS.Two night
Good priced. Phone 753-8500.
GMC PICKUP-1951
Candy. Phone 753-6177 or 753- managers for well known
condition.$100.00. Phone 753-9483
Murray, Ky.
ITC restaurant. Company will train.
2580,
J13C
or 753-5754.
Hours 4:30 p.m. to 12:10 a.m.
'Building)
WANT TO BUY uges! furniture,
(Swann
Phone
753-0101
•
_
any condition, no appliances. LOST BILLFOLD, belonging to Starting salary $125.00 week. Alen
-Jabs C Neubauer, Broker Robert Rodgers, Salesman
person to live in horrie and
July 23C
Phone 753-8378,
-tmirr CONTROL
Mr. Sandy Forrest, lost at MSU care of
753-7118
763-7531z--eliFerTY
gym locker room. If found you open, Jobs Unlimited Emflamriek, Salesman
Shire
control
FOR Ttst
be
-in pest
may keep money but please
753-1585
termite control call WANT TO BUY 25 to 35 pound return billfold with important ployment Agency, 1627 Broadnereice
and Residental Propert
way, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
•
Superior Extertainating Com- bow for child. PPhone 759J9C
papers to Southside ICA.
1411.1.110*IOW PINK Allic
442-8161
ITC
•
TFC 9o35.
pany,753-7266.

Miss Your Paper

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest ORR ELECTRIC, electric Motor
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South pair and sale. New Concord
13th Street, "every day you delay Road,phone 753-8114. AugustSK
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C

Paper Carrier
First

10
or
re
OC

753-1916

753-7278

'th
lar
le
ay

268
11P
uch
genrose
y.
in).
J9C
ost
'les.
,call
J9C
low
00.
J9C
ct,
ee
anel
753JIIP

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Contact:

Blues"

TWO BEDROOM duplex, less
than one year old. Phone 753-59INI
or 753-6231.
J11C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Immediate opening available. Must be neat,enthusiastic
energetic and able to assume responsibility. Attractive
salary and other benefits offered. Appllcations taken daily 25 p.m.

wry/ .115%

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
and shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartMints, South 16th Street, 7536609.
July 26C

HELP WANTED

Night Manager Needed

We're moving to
our new location!

FURNISHED HOUSE
and
apartments. Near university.
Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
24C

SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
furnished, private entrance, air
conditioned, refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th. Phone 753-6609.
July 26C

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

NOTICE

John C. Neubauer
Rea! Estate
FotirthIrreet

TRANSFERABLE WAN-Three bedrooms, built-ins
in kitchen, kitchen-den, interior and exterior recently
painted, double carport.
*************************
Give Loretta, Bill, Don or Wayne a

-

Wilson Real Estate
202 S. 4th St.( Across from Post Office Phone 753-3263
Member Multiple Listings
Sales Personnel Residence Phones-Loretta Jobs-7536079; Wayne Wilson - 753-5086; Don Nanney - 753-9912;
Bill Adams - 753-5657.
************************
FOUR BEDROOMS,living room 14 X 24; kitchen includes new Frigidaire self-cleaning oven, surface
units, refrigerator with ice maker, dishwasher; utility
has new washer and dryer, outside of city.
OWNER WILL ASSIST IN FINANCING: five large
bedrooms, three baths, dining room, basement; will
consider leasing.
THREE

utstaell,Ribiidae

lavatories in bath.

THREE ACRES-Lynn Grove highway-three
bedroom brick, kitchen, den, utility room, living room
includes dining area, immaculate.
BUILT TO FHA SPECIFICATIONS-Attractive three
bedroom brick, central beat-and air, Pi baths, entry'
hall, carpeted, loan transferable.
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR-bedrooms, 12 x 16, 10;
16, 16 x 20; two baths, family room TA x 25;
arrangement conducive to multi-family dwelling.
Property
INCOME-central heat and air, duplex, one side
furnished; green plush carpet in bedrooms, living
room,dining area, bath; bathroom has marble vanity,
decorated professionally; income of $315 per month,
now leased; owner leaving town.
OUTSIDE OF CITY-central heat, three bedrooM brick, kitchen-den with sliding doors to patio, utility,
garage.
TRAbNoS:Cr
ti......Trp-three
base

bedrooms,'

FIVE ACRES-fruit trees, berries, garden, three
bedroom brick, tile bath, stock barn, smoke house,
paved road.
FOUR BEDROOMS, living room 14 x 18; kitchen 14 x
18: carport, under $20,000.
NEAR THE LAKE-living room with fireplace, kitthen with den, two bedrooms, extra lot, under $10,000.
SHERWOOD FOREST-central heat and air, sunken
living room, dining room, marbelized vanity in baths,
-garage.
NEAR UNIVERSITY-four bedrooms, large living
room, kitchen with dining facilities, utility room, nice
carpets
CANTERBURY-four bedrooms, 2kii baths. formal dining room, study, family room with fireplace, entry
hall, walk in closets, city school bus stop at paved
-drive....you can't replace this 3000 square feet for this
' NEAR THE PARK-living room 18 x 18; three
bedrooms, one bedroom 15 x 30, lot 100 x 350 under
$13,000.
THREE BEDROOMS, one with built-ins; informal, paneled, carpeted, living area 18 x 18; 1'1 bathe::
carpeted, outside stor.age._city.sd:okie stop at paved_
drive
CENTRALLY LOCATED DUPLEX-living room,
bedroom, tile bath, kitchen on each side-all furnished-$15;000
78 ACRES with 60 acres in cultivation; tool shed, two
good stock barns, pig house with farrowing house,
-three bedroom home, dining room, two car garage,
near Lynn Grove.

BY OWNER in Gatesborough: COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
/
2 bath home on fireplugs. Extra large. High and
four bedroon, 21
spacious lot, entry foyer, large dry after rains. $3500,00. Phone
living-dining room, large den or Sam Harris 753-8061
August6C
rec. room with fireplace, great
kitchen with all built-ins ( double WATER FRONT large lot, a
self cleaning ovens), breakfast choice area, Phone 436-2377 after
nook with view. Completely 7 p.m
J13NC
carpeted, custom drapes, central
heat and air, large utility room, LOVELY 3
bedroom house, 1 ,,2
paneled two car garage with garage, large lot,
electric heat,
electric eye. Built in grill on air-conditioned, fireplace, 1610
patio. Closets, cabinets and Main Street.
July 9P
storage galore.. phone 753July7NC
KENIANA SHORES-Largr
foe sale-as little at
ON KENTUCKY lake; fourlarge wooded lots
down & $10 per
$10
with
$895
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
water-lake acres*
month-central
and liviruz area, breakfast bar,
fireplace, -central heat and sir, All weather street*. From New
drive North East on 444
boar dock, large patio. May be Concord
and follow Katsina
miles
five
purchased furnished Phone 436July'*C
JI2C signs to office.
5574.

z:

Rangerettes To Go
To Beech Bend
Park On Tuesday The Murray-Calloway
Rangerettes, ages eight---to
sixteen, of the Woodmen of the
World will leave the Municipal
Parking lot, Murray, at seven
a.m. on Tuesday, July 10, to go
to Beech Bend Park, Bowling
Green. They will return at
approximately ten p.m.
Transportation will be
provided by WOW houses. Entry
fees and rides will be paid by
the Woodmen of the Warki, but
food expense and souvenir
expense will be Rangerette's
responsibility, according to
Loretta Jobs, field representative.
Reservations should be made
by Monday noon, July 9, by
calling James Parker 753-4377
or 753-1910, Shelby Stater 753MO, Glenda Smith 753-1499 or
Loretta Jobs 753-8079.

AP News Analysis

Ann Griffin
In Project
At Center

oo.

keeping the banks from losing
By BILL NEIKIRK .
deposits.
Associated Press Writer
Savers have been investing
WASHINGTON(AP) — Families' savings accounts will earn their money directly in the
more interest but rates on marketplace, in government
mortgages and other loans may bonds and securities, where the
yield is better.
go up in the process.
So far this drain of funds has
These appear to be by-products of the government's deci- riot become serious enough to
sion this week to boost the top cause a pinch at banks across
interest that banks and savings the country, according to federand loan associations can pay al officials.
Savings and loan associations
on consumer-type savings acare a prime source of funds for
counts.
No one in the financial estab- the nation's housing market. In
lishment of the government is the past few years, they have
sure that the move will accom- enjoyed a heavy influx of savplish its intended purpose of ings and have helped fuel a
housing boom with their lending.
The steady upward push of
interest rates has made money
tighter, however, and has made
It difficult for people in some
areas of the nation to obtain
money for housing.
I'm as surprised as anybody at
If the danger of a massive
the news and didn't know about outflow of funds from savings
it until I read it this morning. I and loan associations and
was under the impression that banks is ended by the higher
no move would be made until interest rates, it should mean
Aug. 1."
that mortgage money will conThomas Bloomer, vice presi- tinue to be available.
dent at the Bank of the BlueBut the rates will be higher.
grass in Lexington, said he was Some officials in the savings
"not sure what we'll do." But and loan industry fear that they
he said "I do know we'll go will go up significantly.
along with the trend locally."
Interest rates on home mortAt the First Security National gages generally are about 8 per
Bank & Trust Co., the largest cent now.
in the Lexington area, James
The Federal Housing AdminRobinson, vice president, said istration and the Veterans Ad-,
the bank would pay the max- ministration took a companion
imum rates as prescribed by action by boosting from 7 to 72o
the new regulations, effective per cent the interest rate ceilJuly. Effective Monday, the ing on home martsaalls that
Louisville, First National and they back.
Citizens said it will start payIt means that Imenli buyers
ing 5.5 per cent interest on new will be paying Mare for this
90-day accounts, 6 per cent on kind of government-backed
one-year certificates and 6.5 mortgage. But, according to
per cent on the new 2 -year federal officials, the action ascertificates. Both
banks sures that FHA and VA mortpreviously paid 5 per cent on gages will continue to be availthe 90-day, 5.5. per cent one- able.
year certificates and 5.75 per
With conventional home
cent on three year certificates. mortgages yielding an 8 per
cent interest rate, it was unrealistic to continue the 7 per cent
ceiling, they said.
First, someone had to pay the
difference between the 8 per
it market rate and the 7 per
cent ceiling. Under federal
the seller of a home is
Dr. James Fisher, Sr., rules,
absorb this differminister of the First United supposed to
ence. Often, the seller passed
Methodist Church, will speak on
on the higher cost to the homethe topic,"Excuses That Do Not
either by increasing the
Exam," at the 8:45 and 10:50 buyer
a.m. services on Sunday, July 8. price of the house or insisting
The text for his sermon will be the buyer pay for the difference
Luke 14:15-24. Church School in interest rates.
As for the increase in conwill be held between the =wsumer deposit interest rates, it
ring services.
is still uncertain how soon
Sunday, July 8, at 6:30 p.m.
the Junior High and Senior High banks and savings and loan asUMYF will meet in the social sociations will respond and pay
hall at the church for the "Think higher rates.
The highest rate banks can
Tank."
savings acThe Administrative Board pay on passbook
counts, which can be withdinner meeting will be held
drawn on demand, is now 5 per
Wednesday, July 11, at 6:30
cent, a half per cent increase.
p.m. in the social hall.
For S&Ls, it is 5/
1
4 per cent, a
The United Methodist Women
quarter per cent higher.
of the church will have a potluck
picnic at the pavilion by the Girl
Scout Cabin on Payne Street in
the City Park on Tuesday, July
10, at 6:30 p.m. Bread and
drinks will be furnished, but
each one should bring their own
table service.

mccUtSTON'S CATTLE--Holstein cattle owned and showed by the McCuiston family of Rt. 5,
Murray, took a large portion of the first place awards in the annual Purchase District Holstein (Black
and White Show on Monday at the Purchase District Fairgrounds, Mayfield. Award winning cattle
and their handlers in the show are pictured, kit to right, as follows: Elsie, the Grand Champion
Female holstein cow and first place winner in the Best Udder Class judging, is pictured with her
handler, Glenn McCuiston; Dutchess, first place winner in the Unfreshened Two-Year-Old class is
pictured with Steve McCuiston; Nan. Four-Year-Old first place winner is pictured with W.D.McCuiston: Frilly, first place winner in the Two-Year-Old, In-Milk class, was shown by Steve McCuiston and Symbol, first place winner in the Three-Year-Old class, is pictured with Mrs. Francis
McCuiston.
iMessenger Photo)

Bombers Strike Near
Phnom Penh Area Today

Dr. lames Fisher
Gives Sermon Topic
For Sunday Morning

Sermon Subject Is
Given For Sunday_
For First Church

Inflation Pressure
Reflected In Rates

The Pri
Source o
In Muff-.
Calloway

ay.

l'
apI

May Soon Increase

Miss Ann Waldrop Gaffen is
among ten Tulane University
School of Social Work graduate
students who have begun a field
placement project at Touro
Infirmary Mental Health
Center in New Orleans.
The students, in their second
year of the program will assist
in interviewing and counseling
patients of all ages. They will
serve as therapists and work
with psychiatrists, pschologists
and social workers.
Students in the program are
Salli Pratt Berry, Ann Waldrop
Griffin, Murray, Diane Hum
ptu•eys, Pamela McOwen, Hedy
L. Morton, Franklin W. None,
ilarrotbintrg, Ky., Carta- Ann
Foderaro, Martha W. Roth,
"A Drama In Five Acts" if
Robert S. Tobey and Marsha be the subject of the sermon by
Wright.
Dr. David C. Roos at the 10:45
a.m.services on Sunday. July 8,
at the First Christian Church.
His scripture will be from
Galations
Special music will be a duet
ICantinued from Page 1)
by Mrs. O.B. Boone, Jr., and
Kissinger was asked by re- Mrs. William Porter. -Miss
porters if he felt under pres- Rebecca Dublin will be the
sure to reach a Cambodian set- worship leader and Miss Susan
tlement by Aug. 15, the date set Crass will be the candle lighter.
by Congress and the White Elders serving will be James
House for cutting off all funds Rudy Allbritten and Henry
for U.S. military activity in In- Holton.
dochina.
Deacons and deaconesses
"We are trying_ to get the serving will be Henry Fulton,
quickest possible IetUement Mrs. 0.13. Boone, Jr., Miss
that meets the basic objectives Rebecca Dublin, B.D. Hall, Don
of all the parties that can be McCord, W.C. McKeel, Dr.
done," he said. "And we won't William Seale, Kenneth Sinoperate on the basis of any spe- clair, and Fred Wells Greeters
• cifie deadline."
will be,Jair. and Mrs. John Mark
- Asked if he felt China was Hale and Mr. and Mrs. William
playing a helpful role in Cam- Van Meter.
bodia, Kissinger said, "The
The elders of the church will
public expressions of the Chi- meet at 6:30 p.m. and the
nese leaders have been hi the church board will meet at 7:30
direction of peace throughout p.m., both on Sunday in the
Indochina "
church library.

Kissinger . . .
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Interest Rates On
Savings And Loans

State Banks Take Steps To
Raise Interest On Savings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The two largest banks in the
state took steps to raise interest rates on savings accounts
Friday in some confusion over
the federal government's new
regulations which raise the ceiling on such interest rates.
The state's largest bank, Minns Fidelity Bank & Trust Co.
of Louisville, and the First National Bank & Trust Co. said
they will raise their savings
rates on certificates of deposit
to the new higher savings limits permitted Thursday by federal regulatory authorities.
However, both banks decided
to delay a decision on whether
to raise rates on ordinary pastook savings accounts and
doo withheld decisions on
whether to issue any four-year
certificates of deposit, as approved by the government.
A spokesman for Citizens
said the bank wants to wait until it receives a written interpretation of the new regulations.
. Confusion over the regulations was reported by other
banks and savings and loan association in the state.
"I really don't know what
we'll do until we see the (new)
regulations." said William
Woodward, president of the
Lexington Federal Savings and
Loan Association. "They sometimes are more detailed than
the first news stories indicate.
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PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) — U.S. 852 heavy bombers unleashed hundreds of tons
of explosives on suspected antigovernment positions on two
sides of Phnom Penh today.
The eight-jet bombers pounded supply lines 43 miles west of
the capital and 32 miles north
of the city along Highway 7.
The Cambodian military command reported government
forces abandoned a strategic
hill position 20 miles north of
Phnom Penh after a battle with
Communist-led insurgents. The
position, Ptuiorn Del, overlooks
the intersection of northbound
Routes 6 and 7.
Cambodia's lifeline to the
sea, Highway 4, remained cut
about 19 miles west of Phnom
Penh, and there was no progress reported in efforts to reopen the highway.
Meanwhile, antigovernment
forces attacked a convoy moving up the Mekong River to
Phnom Penh, hitting the steering mechanism on the Philippine cargoship Pallor and a
South Vietnamese vessel with a
Cambodian crew.
Military soirees said U.S. Air
Force jets and Cambodian helicopter gunships sank the Pallor
to prevent its falling into the insurgents' hands. It carried 800
tons of rice and other cargo.
In Saigon, the South Vietnamese military command denied
reports that Cambodian airmen were being trained in
South Vietnam. The report was
carried earlier this week by the
Jerusalem Post, which quoted
Cambodian Ambassador Ken
Kimsan as saying Cambaclian
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iCeettened from Page 1)
the flag and the country," Mrs.
Dodd said.
"I really think this is taught in
school from kindergarten on up.
Children of today have been
taught this early and they have
grown up with the idea," Mrs.
Dodd added.
Next Thursday afternoon this
WASHINGTON ( AP — U.S.
Department of agriculture, aro reporter will be in the Southsicie
nounced Friday that it is allo- Shopping Center to interview
cating 150,000 to help five flood- four more people about a
ravaged counties in Western pertinent issue.
IVeritucky.
money will be used to
aid emergency conservation
measures for the farmers of
)Coatinued from Page 1)
Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton, HickA
dairy
here, and at the present
man and McCracken.Counties,
which bore the brunt of heavy time they are rniling about 50
cows. They also grow corn,
rain damage in the awing.
soybeans, hay and pasture.
The five counties became eliThe Armstongs are the twin
gible when the President de- sons of Mr. and Mrs. Crawford
clared them a major disaster Armstrong of Lynn Grove.
area on May 11.
They work on their father's
The funds are suppparied to farm of 120 acres plus rented
be used to defray the cost of acreage. They grow corn,
removing debris from farm- soubeans, fire-and aircured
land, putting vegetation back tobacco. Ronald was a chapter
on land areas that suffer chron- delegate to the state FFA
ic erosion and putting farm convention in Louisville, also.
ponds, drainage systems and
Flood is the son of Mr and
other installations back in or- Mrs. Eura M. Flood, Route
der.
Four. He works on his lather's
The money will also be uied farm, 80 acres, plus 200 acres
to reillave fruit -Wes from rented. They grow hogs, beef,
flood-damaged orchards.
corn..soybeans, hay, tobacco,
-aid pastures. For the pest three
years, Flood has show beef
SENIOR CMZENS
animals in the district beef
All Senior Citizens going on shows.
the trip to Paducah should be at
The officers will be acthe Ellis Community Cetter by companied to the workshop by
8:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Carmen Parks.

Money Allocated
For Flood Relief
In Area Counties
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The $75,000 is part of the estimated $20 million in secret contributions made to the Nixon
campaign before a new disclosure law took effect April 7,
1972.
About $1.7 million was cash
used, in part, to finance the
clandestine campaign activities
and their cover-up that together
have come to be termed the
Watergate scandal, various testimony has revealed.
The Senate Watergate committee, which resumes hearings
Tuesday into the details of the
June 1972 break-in at Democratic National Committee
headquarters and its cover-up,
turns to campaign financing in
the third Ore of its probe.
The second One will deal with
so-called "diet_ Willie _canPaigningBaker said he hoped that a
discussion with Nixon could be
public, but added, "What I'll
take is what I can get."
Presidential spokesmen have
said repeatedly that Nixon will
riot appear before the select
committee headed by Sen. Sam
Ervin, D-N.C., and would reject
any subpoena because of the
constitutional separation of
powers between the executive
and legislative branches of the
federal government.
"I have no desire to embarrass the President," Baker
said, "and I understand the
separation of powers and resped his position."
Baker previously has cited a
precedent for his position, when
President Woodrow Wilson appeared before a congressional
committee in 1912.
In other Watergate-related
developments Friday:
—David Eisenhower, Nixon's
son-in-law, said in a lengthy interview with the York (Pa.)
Dispatch that he believes the
administration "too sound to be
snowed under" by Watergate.
He said that Nixon's achievements, especially in foreign affairs, will stand up under the
test of time
when perFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — spective is restored in WashingLoiasville will be the site ton among the press corps." A
Oct.25-26 of the first regional sports columnist for the Philameeting.of the Democratic Na- delphia Bulletin, he said the
news media reporting Watertional Committee.
Gov. Wendell Ford made the gate developments have
announcement Friday. The brought the truth out in the afcommittee, which has over 300 fair but also have allowed
members, is' required to meet. themselves "to become the vehicle for unfounded accusaat least twice a year.
It normally convenes- in tions'. which could desWashington and did last March nocent persons.
—Gordon Strachan, a former
but the regional concept is new.
Ford disclosed the meeting to aide to H. R. "Bob" Haldeman,
the Democratic State Central Nixon's former chief of staff,
Executive Committee, saying was granted immunity from
he invited the committee to prosecution for testimony before the Senate committee later
Kentucky at its last meeting.
The meeting will be held at this month. The committee
Galt House on Louisville's riv- asked a federal court for the
erfront. Governor Ford said, immunity after Strachan of"we'll give them another taste fered through his lawyers,
of Kentucky hospitaltty and liv- sources said, to testify against
abilk" He added
current Haldeman, who has denied prifocus is on the Kentucky crafts or knowledge of the Watergate
festival now being held in activities and their cover-up.
—Chief U.S. District Court
Washington.
It was also announced the Judge John J. Sirica reduced
Kentucky Young Pemocrats. bail for convicted Watergate
will be host Aug 1-11 at liguis- conspirator James W. McCord
ville to the national cot:Weal:10ff'-from sioo:oao to.$50.000.
—Special Watergate Proseof Young Democrats.
The executive committee met cutor Archibald Cox comfor about an hour at the Capitol_ mended American Airlines'
'confession and indicated that
Plaza, adjourning ta join a
registration Democratic work- jail terms and fines may be
shop in the same building. lat- sought for ow
ations which
er, a barbecue was held for fail to come forward quiatly to
committee members at the ex- admit any illegal contributions
they may have made.
ecutive mansion

fliers were training at bases in
Thailand and South Vietnam.
Heavy fighting continued
near the provincial capital of
Konturn City in South Vietnam's central highlands. Elsewhere in South Vietnam, action
was at its lowest level since the
cease-fire went into effect Jan.
28.
A government communique
said Communist-led troops attacked two infantry positions
about seven miles northwest of
Konturn Friday but were driven
back with 24 men killed. Government casualties were reported as 12 men killed and 28
wounded.
The Viet Cong said today that
a search for two missing Canadian officers of the International Commission of Control
and Supervision has begun. And
it said it has asked the commission to demand from the South
Vietnamese a guarantee of
safety for the searchers.
U.S. sources have said that
the two Canadians are being
held in a Viet Cong area near
Xuan Loc some 35 miles northeast of Saigon and are being.
treated well._
The Viet Cana delegation to
the two-party Joint Military
Peacekeeping Commission in
Saigon claims it does not know
the whereabouts of the two Canadians.
In Washington, U.S. Secretary of Defense James R.
Schlesinger said on Friday that
"it's quite possible" President
Nixon would ask Congress for
authorization to bomb in Cambodia after Aug. 15, the legal
deadline for such bombing at
-present.

Demo Meet
To Be In
Louisville

NEW YORK CAP) — The
continuing pressure of inflation
was reflected this past week in
broad increases in interest
sates and a report that June
wholesale prices rose at their
sharpest rate since the Korean
War boom.
The lone bright spot was a
government report that the jobless rate has finally responded
to the expanding economy and
dropped below 5 per cent last
month for the first time in
three years.
The increases in interest
charges indicated that the cost
of borrowing money has gone
up, and paralleled boosts in the
costs of other items such as
food, clothing and industrial
materials. The interest rate
hikes applied to everything
from corporate loans to savings
accounts to mortgages.
The nation's commercial
banks increased their prime
lending rate twice during the
week and lifted it to 844 per
cent, just under the historic
high of 13ks per cent reached
during the 1969-70 credit
crunch. The hikes in the minimum borrowing fee banks
charge large corporations
means big business will find it
more expensive to obtain loans.
Consumers, who had been exempt from the upward sweep of
Interest rates under government guidelines instituted earlier this year, came in for two
rate increases of their own this
past week. One allowed them to
receive higher rates on savings
accounts but the other paved
the way for them to pay more
on house mortgages.

The Federal Reserve Board,
which acts as the nation's money manager, said its member
banks could increase the maximum interest rate on passbook
savings accounts by one-hall a
percentage point. The boost
from 04 to 5 per cent on the
accounts, the most popular type
of deposits used by small savers, was retroactive to July 1.
In a related move the Federal Home Loan Bank Board,
which regulates savings and
loans associations, raised its
ceilings on passbook accounts
from 5 to 5/
1
4 per cent. The
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. took similar action for
national banks.
The move was aimed in part
at inducing more consumers to
place their funds in savings and
loan associations, the major
source of mortgage money. The
flow of funds into these thrift
institutions has been slackening
recently because the institutions were not allowed to
pay rates comparable to those
in the money market.
In a separate action to maintain a pool of mortgage money,
the Federal Housing Administration and the Veterans Administration raised the ceilings
on home loans they now insure
or guarantee from 7 to 7% per
cent. The boost in the ceiling on
government-backed
home
loans, which account for less
than 20 per cent of total new
home owner mortgages was the
first in that rate in 3o2 years.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that the nation's
unemployment rate dropped to
4.8 per cent in June.

Regular Services
Planned Sunday At
Baptist Church
The First Baptist Church will
have its regular worship services at 10:45a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
on Sunday, July 8, with the
pastor, Rev. Richard and E.
Walker, speaking at both services.
Special music at both services will be by the Adult Choir,
ftedolph Howard, minister
of music. They will sing
"Spirit of the Living God" and
"When I Think of Calvary" at
the morning services. Their
evening selection will be "Turn
Your Eyes Upon Jesus."
Mrs. Ronald Wright, soloist,
will sing "Lovest Thou Me
( More Than These)" at the
evening service.
Homer Miller will serve as
deacon of the week. The
scripture reading will be by G.
T. Moody, minister of
education. Mrs. John Bowker is
organist and Mrs. J. D.
Rayburn is pianist.
The flowers for the sanctuary on Sunday will be furnished by the family in memory
of Hafford Parker.
Sunday School will be held at
9:30 a.m. and Church Training
will be at 7:30 p.m.
The Junior youth group will
leave Monday at nine a.m. for
camp at Natchez Trace State
Park, Wildersvale, Tenn. Mrs,
Treva Mathis is yotth director.'

ooatic troupe and later reflected:
"I suppose the lessons I
learned in the circus stuck with
me all through my life. I guess
the main thing was the eagerness to please that circus performers have."
By 1914, at age n, Brown had
become a featured comedy acrobat on the famed Orpheum
vaudeville circuit, making $300
a week.
Then he decided to become a
comic and landed a featured
role in the Broadway show,
"Listen Lester" A strike
closed the show, and Brown's
father died a few days later,
but he went on to appear in
half a dozen Broadway hits.
Touring in a shpw. he was
signed for his first film, a
melodrama. Producers soon
discovered his comedy talent,
and his rubber-mouthed antics
made him a top box office attraction in the 19306, He appeared in 50
••
In 1971 his wife, Kathryn, told
a reporter that Brown was under constant medical attention
for severe arthritis. "He's not
very
active,"
she
said.
"There's not very much you
can do at that age."
Brown maintained a strong
interest in sports.
At one stretch, he helped put
30 student athletes through college. including movie producer
Mike Frankovich
A funeral mass was to be
held today in St. Martin of
Tours Church in Brentwood.
Burial will follow Monday in
Forest Lawn Cemetery in Glendale.
'
J*4
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5-Year Old
Dies In Fire
In Lexington
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
Lexington youngster, five—
year—old Roland Thornton,
died Friday in a fire in his
apartment bedroom.
Fire officials said the fire
was started by a candle used
since there were no light bulbs
in the room. The fire caused
only minor damage.tn the room
and its contents and began
when the candle tipped over in
its plastic bolder.
The boy was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Willard C. Thornton.
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Joe E. Brown Dies
Friday At Age Of-80
LOS ANGELE-S AP i —
"People have often told me
that they enjoyed watching me
perform because I looked as if
I was having a good time," comedian Joe E. Brown once
said. "And I do."
From the moment he first appeared in a circus at age 9,
Brown had a good time making
people laugh with the rubbery
mouth and goofy "aw-shucks"
smile that became his trademark as a film favorite.
And the parts he played as
the hayseed rookie in "Alibi
Ike" and another baseball film,
"Elmer The Great," were
closely connected with his personal abilities and interest in
sports.
As a young man, in fact, he
played semipro baseball and
came within an eyelash of signing with the Boston Red Sox. At
the University of California at
Los Angeles, they thought of
him as their No. 1 sports fan.
.Drown, who died at his Brentwood home Friday of natural
causes at the age of 80, made
his debut in Toledo, Ohio, on a
summer job with a circus acr-
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